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PHILADELPHIA, PA., AIJGUST, 1890. . 8. 
New York City will be in the possession of many Mme. Malten sang the part of “ Venus ” in Tann- 
choral societies next winter, among which will be the hauser for the first time, at Dresden, and created a sen* j New York Chorus Society, formed under Theodore sation. 
The management of the journal daring the absence 
of Mr. Presser on his European trip, will he placed in 
the hands of Charles W. Landon. He has been a regu¬ 
lar contributor to The Etude for a number of years. 
He will have exclusive control of the jonrnal for the 
months of July, August and September. The regular 
editors will continue their work in the same manner. 
The contributors and correspondents will, we hope, con¬ 
tinue to send in during the summer months matter for 
the journal. 
Mr. Landon’s work will he that which has heretofore 
been done personally by Mr. Presser, viz., the revising 
and accepting of manuscripts for the journal. 
MUSICAL ITEMS. 
ThoW direction,, now conducted by Mr. Mortimer Thb Sangerbund Festival p be held at Vienna in 
i, 0 n , XT „ , , - , August, will gather together 900 singing societies, num- 
Madison Square Warden, New York, the scene of the bering 12,000 singers. 
Strauss concerts until about the middle of September, ’ , . ... 
has obtained its liceuse as a garden caf6 and restaurant. Leonce Mesnard, a 1? tench musical critic and _the 
A Hrst-class American orchestra and vocalists will sue- author of an interesting essay on Robert Schumann, died 
ceed the Strauss orchestra. recently at Grenoble, aged sixty-four. 
The annual concert of the Milton College, Milton, Ernest Reyer, the composer of “ Salarombo,” has 
Wis., was given on June 26th. Rev. J. H. Wallfiseh ™en a new musico-dramatic work, entitled Om- 
a composer and pianist, who has been made a Doctor phela, &od Edward Lalo s new opera is called ihe 
of Music by the College, took part in the concert, ren- -'-rceress, 
dering several of his own compositions. Leopold Godowsky, who appeared in New York a 
Mr. Herbert Johnson, tenor, is engaged to sing in few years ago, has now become Saint Saen’s pupil, and 
“Elijah,” “Israel in Egypt,” and one afternoon con- gave a successful recital at Stem way Hall, London, Eng., 
cert, at the Worcester, Mass., Musical Festival, to be held not long ago. 
September 28d to 27 th. Mr. Johnson will make his first Marschner’s opera, “The Vampyre,” and Mme. 
appearance in New York city next winter. Ingeborg von Bronsart’s opera, “Hiarne,”are to be 
Carl Wolfsohn, of Chicago, the pianist, is devoting included in the repertory of the Berlin opera next fall, 
his energies to the formation of a permanent orchestra A Iso the Ring des Nibelungen. 
in that city. He has opened a subscription list for this j JT,j8 sa.id that Mme. Materna contemplates retiring 
purpose with the sum of $1000, and is visiting Europe from the operatic stage at the end of this year, with only 
with the intention of collecting the orchestral members aE occasional appearance in such Wagnerian roles that 
_ 11 _ _ P P_1* __ • , 1__1_J_. ! , * . A), ° 
; 
as well as of finding a thorough conductor. 
The State Normal School, Clarion, Pa., held its third 
annual commencement, at which the musical selections 
others are unable or unwilling to fill. 
Two recently discovered sacred compositions by Franz 
Schubert have been performed at the Eisenach general 
were performed by Prof. A. L. Manchester, musical artists’ convention. They are a “ Tantum Ergo” and 
director, Miss Alice Manchester, the Normal choir an “ Offertory,” for chorus and orchestra. 
and Normal orchestra. At the second annual concert .. ™ .. ,   „ 
the School was also assisted by Mr. R. H. Zundel, Weber’s statue, in his native city Eutin ^ solemidy 
organist. The choir numbers 250 voices. unveiled on July 1st. His mass in E fla performed n 
6 the morning, and a festival concert, devoted exclusively 
Mft. Geo. H. Wilson, the mnsical critic of the Boston to his works in the evening, marked the day. 
Traveler, has just issued his Musical Year Book of the ... -r. , , 
United States. It offers a ..mmarj of all the more «»?■ *a m I c i m  .. ■„ . „ . / T i a bb. It offers a sum ary of all the ore Mme. Albani with Mme Patey and the tenor Lloyd 
erformances and new compositions in this sang m Mendelssohn’s “St. Paul, at the Crystal 
Canada. Also the more imnortant Ameri- Palace, London. There was a chorus and orchestra oi 
important perfor ances and new co positions in this ““is “ " Z 
country and p f 
can works brought out in Europe during the jear, thus 300, and a special chorus of 600 boys, all under Mr. 
- commending itaeif-to all persons interested in the pro- 
[All matter Intended for this Department should be addressed to £Tess of musical affairs, 
Mrs. Hearn D. Trktbae, Box 2920, New York City.] .< 0nti-Ora,” Gnstav Hinrichs’ new opera, was given 
home, in Philadelphia, for the first time, on July .28th. The 
,, _ _ » music proved extremely attractive throughout, the 
nAI n I XT Tv M T» a lA/ 1 v mnn I 1 > nn rv n mr m I I nn • 1 m . * . . . ■ «1 . 1 . 1 i 1 Mr. and rs. Walter Damrosch will Bail from 
England for America August 1st. 
Mr. Constantine Sternberg will settle in Philadel¬ 
phia and open a new conservatory. 
Mr. Victor Herbert is the assistant conductor with 
Mr. Seidl, at Brighton Beach, this season. 
The annuaijexamination of the National Conservatory, 
New York, will take place September 25th. 
Mr. Carl Faelten, the pianist, has been appointed 
Director of the New England Conservatory of Mnsic. 
_ v. 
Agnes Huntington, with her English company, will 
open an American season of “ Paul Jones,” at the Tre- 
mont Theatre, Boston, on September 20th. 
- • ' / 
Theodore Thomas inaugurated his tenth annual 
season of. midsu tamer nights’"concerts, at the Chicago 
Exposition Building, on July 7th. It will last five 
weeks. ........ 
Mme. Cappiani’s essay on “ Bad Pronunciation and 
Tremolo of the Voice,” read before the N. Y. S. M. T. 
Association. at Saratoga, is a most interesting one, be¬ 
sides being.of great practical value. It should be read 
by all. 
orchestral work being =. excellent, and the concerted 
numbers very effective. Mr. Gustav Hinrichs will con¬ 
duct opera, in English, at Hammerstem’s Opera House, 
in Harlem, next winter, the season opening the second 
week of October. Weber’s “ Silvana,” BizetIH~“The 




Bach’s “St. Matthew” Passion Music, ar- I del’s 
“ Maccabeus ” are comparative novelties 
audience, and will both be given by the newly-founded 
society, “ Grandes Auditions de France,” in Paris, at 
their next performances. 
At the last Henschel concert-in London, on July 14th, 
Mr. Edward Lloyd sang Lohengrin’s “ Farewell to the 
Swan”; Mr. Mak Henrich took part in the selection 
from the “ Meistersinger,” and the Beethoven “ Ninth 
Symphony ” closed the season. 
The Emperor of Germany has presented to the “ Bee- 
: 
; 
Mme. Lehmann will sing at the Berlin opera next thoven House,” at Bonn, the four ear trumpets made by 
winter. ^ Maelzel for the master in 1814. They still _bear the 
t tt -n i silk ribbon uBed by Beethoven to fasten thee with. T 
Little O^clHegner will make his first appearance ror ha8 al80^0nated to the Dresden Conserva 
at Berlin in October. , , - _ of Music a copy of the compositions of ■ rick the 
Verdi’s “ Ottello V has been performed in a Swedish Great. Only one hundred copies of ’these works 1 ive. 
rsion at Stockholm. been printed. ve  
Mme. Helen Ho^bkibk has been playing at a Richter 
concert, London, England. 
Rubinstein is engaged in the composition of anew 
grand opera: “ The Unfortunates.” 
; Mme. Mallinger has accepted the post of chief vocal 
teacher at the Prague Conservatory. 
j Robert Franz, the song composer, celebrated his 
1 seventy-fifth birthday .anniversary not long ago. 
Herr Paul Goepfert, a well known German com¬ 
poser, and one of. Liszt’s pupils, has just completed ah 
opera entitled “Sarastro,” to be produced at Mozart’s 
centenary commemoration next year. This work is a 
continuation of the subject of “Magic Flute ” Goethe 
once wrote a libretto to a second part of “ Die Zauber- 
flote,” and it was set to music by Peter , von Winter, but 
<> 1 not achieve tsncce a. It remains to >e een whether 





Vacation Time! But the journalist never sees it 
From month to month, from year to year, he “ gam on 
forever.” Whether he is in s musical mood or not he 
must say something about music if he is fortunate enough 
to be a correspondent of a journal of music. The music 
teacher has gone to the seashore (or the summer school), 
and the concert halls have been closed all these summer 
weeks. Piano students are playing overtures to “Poet and 
Peasant," and organists have moved down stairs, where 
they can more appropriately play the “ Gospel Hymns."" 
Drowsily linger the summer days, while everybody is 
"/having a “rest,” save the poor literary hack1, who alone 
in the world must have his beef steak in August as well 
as October. Since he must write, he must also think, 
and here ar i jf hi umm neditat — 
The Omniscient Musician.—Whenever one gets into1 
a cynical' mood, if he in slightly acquainted .with Jhe 
iff irs of th s w ,!'J h< lik y-t urn hi s hoi gh s t: 
the mnsical profession. No equal number of human 
beings offer such an enticing subject for the considera¬ 
tion of the evil-minded. It makes conscientious people 
a little uncomfortable to find themselves very unchari¬ 
table toward the members of any other profession; but 
they feel as if it were impossible to be too severe in 
judging musicians. If there is any real ground for such 
severity of judgment the profession is in a bad way, not 
to say contemptible; if the critics are nnjust, then it 
behooves us to set the self constituted judges right. 
One thing is certain; these critics are making them¬ 
selves exceedingly disagreeable. Either the musical 
profession is very contemptible, or there is a great and 
growing disposition among cultured people to lie about us. 
One favorite phrase in polite circles is “ the omnis¬ 
cient magician;” with a sneer and a smile men say, 
“now if we only had the opinion of the omniscient 
musician, we might consider this mystery solved.” It is 
cruel, abominably cruel, to twit us on our proverbial 
ignorance after such a fashion. What if we are inno¬ 
cent of Latin, and afraid of Greek, and perfectly in¬ 
different to science, surely we do know something abont 
the use of the fingers. And we can read music, which 
is quite an accomplishment; and some of us understand 
harmony and counterpoint. What if we are miserable 
public speakers; we know how to be eccentric at the 
proper time (which requires more of genius). What if 
our essays are puerile and our conversation childish ; we 
know how to play Chopin in such a pathetic fashion as 
to make the school-girls cry—and it is doubtful if Secre¬ 
tary Blaine himself could do that. Don’t calls us igno¬ 
rant. Don’t be sarcastic. We really have a wisdom 
that is all .our own. 
The Pia’nist.—The writer was recently praising a cer¬ 
tain pianist, and suddenly discovered that he was in the 
midst of just such an unearthly mob of cynics.. The 
writer said, “I have great admiration for Mr. B., he is 
the ideal pianist.” There was a moment’s quiet, as if 
each one was interested in,the statement and only re¬ 
frained, out of delicacy, from asking numerous questions. 
Finally some of the questions came. A lawyer gently 
asked: “Is he like all the rest, in his general wisdom 
abont the management of business affairs?” The writer 
bad never heard of his qualities as a business manager, 
and could hardly see what relation that" had to his merit 
as a pianist. A university professor asked: “May I in- 
qnirewhat college he graduated from; you probably 
~. know that most musicians are men of culture ? ” This 
convulsed] the house, as it was not spoken rudely, but in 
a very gentlemanly tone. The writer replied'with much 
indignation that it was a decided mistake to suppose that 
all “culture” was monopolized by college men. Be it 
said to their credit, they were readily convinced by the 
writer’s pungent arguments, and answered in a chorus, 
“ why, of course, you are exactly right. Hven John 
Sullivan is a man of ‘ culture;’ and the pianist is con¬ 
fessedly in advance of him. It requires no little skill 
and application to acquire such control of the fingers. 
And some players are very emotional—which argues a 
kind of culture.” Then an Episcopal minister in a 
halting voice inquired: “Does this pianist Bye with his 
wife ?” But fortunately for the editor th.. conversation 
urred in Hew Englar d midst of tl <uing_ 
merriment a ;, who was- about to purchase- a 
new piano aked: * ano manufacturer does he 
represent?” Others { oposed su trivial subjects as 
“self-conceit,” “jealousy,” and “ Lager Beer,” none 
of which had any bearing on the main proposition. 
Conclusion.—The conclusion of the whole matter is 
thisi College pie, church >eople, and other aristo¬ 
crats are not capable Of appreciating a musician when 
they see him. - They judge everything by the .purely in-' 
tellectual or moral side, and do not comprehend the un¬ 
told dignity of the nicest training of the digital muscles 
and artistic excellence. Let them go. We have suc- 
c seded get! ig on without them—we < m ct ntizrae 
thrive in spite of them. Only let ns have their patron¬ 
age, ancl we care little for their opinions. ■ 
There ar* people who have confidence in the profes- 
ion, or il tl at m putti ig the matter .<<« ngly, tl :y have 
implicit confidence sc rtain me ibe of the profession 
There are many such. They believe everything their 
favorite “ professor ” says, every anecdote he relates, 
and every statement he makes abont music and musi¬ 
cians. Their “ professors " have performed “wonderful 
feats” and achieved “remarkable success.” They have 
“genius” of a high order and are in every way inter¬ 
esting.” These real friends of the profession are a great 
credit to musicians, for they are mostly ladies. And 
ladies, of course, have the true artistic instinct. 
E. E. Ayres. 
[For The Etude.] 
NOTES TO PUPILS. 
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY? 
PART L 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRT. 
MUSIC AS AN EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION. 
In London a short time ago Archdeacon Sinclair gave 
many interesting ideas regarding “ Music as an Ex¬ 
pression of the Emotions.” We give the following 
extracts from his lecture:— 
Music lent itself naturally to the expression of terror. 
The emotion of terror originated in the apprehension of 
coming evil; its characteristics were a peculiar form of 
pain and misery closely related to agitation and excite¬ 
ment, the production of the more active and manly ener¬ 
gies, and the exercise of a certain predominant idea on 
the mind. Schubert’s setting of the “Erl King” and 
some of the choruses in Spohr’s “Last Judgment” 
were fine examples of the power possessed by music to 
portray varying phases of terror. Music, however, had 
its widest sphere in the tender emotions, but it was here 
that it ran its greatest danger. So strongly was this felt 
bv Plato that he forbade the teaching of all music that 
was not of a martial character or stimulating to courage 
and vigor; and there was undoubtedly a great moral 
responsibility on composers on account of their wonder¬ 
ful powers of rousing our passions, stimulating our 
desires, or filling ns with ravishing feelings of delicious 
but languid sentiment. One whole school of music*, the 
Italian, had degenerated into exactly the condition Plato 
had dreaded. It was not to be supposed, therefore, that 
the .healthy common sense of the English character had 
gradually ceased to feel interest in this mass of artificial 
sentimentalism, and'that the taste for the more robust 
and intellectual music of Germany had taken its place. 
In the wide and romantic field of courtship, the love of 
the youth for the maid, the devotion of the man to the 
woman, music became expressive in an infinite degree. 
The lecturer said he did not merely refer to the almost 
endless number of love songs—still less to those products 
of second and third-rate composers whose productions 
seemed alike devoid of meaning, force,, and moral fibre 
—hut to the fact that no series of exquisite paintings or 
productions of other arts could approach the delicious 
dreamland of the symphony and the sonata in power of 
expressing the pure, unearthly, idyllic devotional feeling 
of him or her who was possessed by a noble and genuine 
admiration. All phases of this passion found a ready 
utterance in music, from the highest joy to the deepest 
desolation. Among emotions of'tenderness yfere the 
benevolent affections, such as sympathy and the like, 
but this class of feelings bordered more on the intel¬ 
lectual. They represented emotion already passing into 
thought, and therefore were not capable of being so fully 
expressed by music\ which in such instances required the 
help of words. When words and music were happily 
combined there was absolutely no feeling or state of 
mind which coula not be reproduced by them with 
probably greater vitality and completeness than the 
original idea itself. It w£8 only necessary, for instance, 
to mention such exquisite settings as “ Grief for Sin” 
and “-Break, and Die, Thou Dearest Heart,” in Bach’s 
Passion Music, to prove the capability of music to express 
sorrow. 
Allow me to establish,' as my first, seemingly self- 
evident proposition, that we shall play what we can. 
In the consideration of-most important questions, 'the 
element of possibility is .necessarily assumed to' be' an 
indispensable condition,- upon which to base a decision. 
Who would be irrational enough to suggest, as the solu¬ 
tion of any, practical problem,.a plan which all could Bee 
at a glance to be utterly impracticable. What mother, 
however brainless and incompetent, however harassed 
and distracted by -fretful qhiidren, with the old, never- 
answered, quefHon.of childhood, “what shall we play?” 
wonld think of proposing jumping to the moon as a 
feasible pastime? Yet in mnsical study this leap to the 
lunar orb is being calmly advised every day, on all sides 
of us, not merely by incompetent country bunglers in 
the profession of musical pedagogy, but by many pre¬ 
sumably well-trained teachers, of good standing in our 
large centres, who should, but apparently do not, know 
better ; and hundreds of ignorant but aspiring novices 
are constantly attempting it, complacently or desperately, 
according to temperament; only saved from despair at 
their ignominious failure, by their inability to realize its 
completeness. Like the Irishman’s turtle, that “ought 
to he dead intirely, sure, but wasn’t sensible of it.” 
I maintain that three-fourths of all the piano music 
played, or rather attempted, in this country to-day, by 
amateurs, and by many professionals as well, is far too 
difficult. I do not mean intrinsically so, of coarse, but 
too difficult for those attempting it. Flayers who might 
give a musical and .enjoyable interpretation of selections 
mechanically within their scope, when asked to play for 
otherB, seem irresistibly impelled to choose some work 
which, while in itself a masterpiece, it may be, is far 
beyond their powers. The invariable, inevitable result 
must be to bring composition and player to grief, and to 
distress or disgust the andience. I honestly believe that 
this mania for difficulty in music, especially piano music, 
among players themselves has done more to render the 
piano an unpopular concert instrument than all other 
causes combined. The much-abased, long-suffering 
general public may not always be able nicely to dis¬ 
criminate between the relative merits of composition 
and performer, so as to tell precisely where and what 
the defects are; but it intuitively feels a deficiency, an 
inadequacy Bomewhere. It fails to be impressed, to be 
interested; is bored, instead, and usually has the frank¬ 
ness as well as the perfect right, to say so. 
What earnest teacher has not shared with the writer 
experiences like the following? A young lad} of good 
family, good intelligence, and fine natural ability, applies 
for lessons. She has studied for years with various more 
or less well-known professorsr-has been through all the. 
6tudes extant, from Czerny to Chopin; has taken all the 
best Beethoven sonatas, all the chefs-d aiuvre of the 
modern romantic school; in brief, she has be., itera i 
staffed with the solid cream of piano lit ,-atnre, surfeited 
with notes, til! tier musical digestion is ruined,, her taste 
well-nigh destroyed, her executive cap:-*’i y ur;»lermined 
and crumbling to pieces. For her life she cannot play eight 
measures consecutively of any single simple composition 
creditably. Her tone is dry, feeble, characterless; heir 
technique indistinct, slipshod, unreliable; her style a 
mixture of about equal parts, of sentiment al drawl, spas¬ 
modic frenzy and general incohereney. She knows the 
names, bat not the meaning, of such terms as phrasing, 
tone coloring, interpretation; and succeeds only, as one 
of onr Boston critics aptly expresses it, in “striking with 
admirable distinctness the first and last note of every 
difficult passage.” Of course she has no idea how atro¬ 
ciously she batchers the beautiful creations of the great 
tone-poets which fall into her hands; yet she has a 
vague, uneasy sense that someway her playing is not 
what it should be, which destroys her confidence, keeps 
her nervous and self-conscious. Vainly the teacher 
suggests one thing after another as advisable for study. 
All are too familiar, or too easy, in spite ojf the fact that aU 
are ; ,,-s-f:r and utterly bej ond her power to n nder in an 
"intelligent manner. ■■ 'Week after week he labors to secure 
something, like steady, satisfactory progress for this 
feeble flatterer, who cannot’ fly? yet^will not walk; till 
Anally he welcomes with a sigh of relief the matro- 
monial quietus, which puts an end to her music alto¬ 
gether, and to his futile efforts in behalf of a pupil who 
ispers «' Ilymos ag eeable * admnsieallj m< tal nt , 
and who i nc er proj ei - jaditions, might have made a 
fineiperform'er. 
What was the difficulty? Simply that she has been 
wrestling all her life with giants, with no judicious in¬ 
structor or trusted friend to tell her that she ought to 
begin with antagonists of her own size; till the habit of 
discouragement, of inevitable and utter defeat, Has be¬ 
come chronic, and she has ceased to be self-critical, from 
sheer uselessness and hopelessness. Like a rider who 
has been repeatedly thrown, she has learned to fear 
rather than to command. 
This may be thought an exaggerated example, or only 
to be found among pupils of some egregious charlatan, 
but I assure the. reader that it is not three months 
Bince an advanced and really talented pupil of a promi¬ 
nent professor came'to the writer for advice. She 
had been studying all winter the A minor concerto, by 
Schumann, and the Wagiier-Liszt Tapnhaiiser March; 
could not by any miracle have played either of them 
passably, should not have been allowed to think of them 
for three years to come, yet had absolutely nothing else, 
no matter how simple, that she could play well, though 
a school position, which she was anxious to secure, de¬ 
pended upon her making a creditable public appearance 
at once. 
Another recent case in point, is that of a flourishing 
suburban teacher, who boasted that a pupil of bis, nine¬ 
teen years of age, who had two hours daily for practice, 
and that in the evening after a day’s work, had just 
finished and dropped Schumann's 6tudes symphoniques, 
after only two weeks of study. 
The manifold pernicious effects of .such a course are 
scarcely to be computed. The player is forced into 
habits of carelessness, inaccuracy and general unintelli- 
gibility, which, once acquired, it is well-nigh impossible 
to eradicate. Intellectual grasp and technical control 
are alike unattainable. The performance iB of necessity 
blurred, unmusical, meaningless; and the average list¬ 
ener, finding nothing comprehensible, still less enjoy¬ 
able, in such renditions, is quick to conclude that the 
piano is a cold, dry, uninteresting instrument, fit only to 
mark the rhythm of a dance. The poor piano, from the 
most capable and versatile of solo instruments, is de¬ 
graded into a mere puppet-board for the exhibition, in 
tragic farces, of the mutilated caricatures of great 
thoughts and emotions. 
But the student naturally asks, “how shall I know 
what works are beyond me, living far from any musical 
centre, with no great artists as models, and no fixed 
standards to judge from ? If my teacher gives me Liszt’s 
Rhapsodies, and declares that I play well, what other 
gnide hdve I?” None, the more iB the pity,- except 
that same good common sense which you apply to other 
matters, but which so many people allow to remain 
utterly dormant the moment any form of music is in 
question. 
You can at least notice in The Etude, the programmes 
being given throughout the country by leading artists; 
and if you Snd that you are allowed to study and play 
the same great compositions which form the tours de 
fores of their''repertoires, be sore that you are on the 
wrong track. You are perfectly safe in assuming that your 
few terms, or even years, of desultory study have not fitted 
you to grapple successfully with the Titans which tax 
to the uttermost the disciplined powers, and experience 
in attack, of veteran professionals, who have been all 
their lives in the field. Not even if you aTe the pupil of 
Professor Prestissimo, who agrees to teach the piano in 
twelve lessons. 
What would yon think of a primary school scholar, 
just able to get creditably through with a lesson in the 
First Reader, , who should be set to interpret Shakespeare 
' for a company bf adults? Or, of a young Miss, with just 
skill enough to paint daisies: on a tea-set,. which were It may well befit smaller men to cultivate and display 
recognizable without a label, who should undertake to in their public efforts that always ornamental, and not 
cover a thirty-two foot canvas with a grand historic seldom useful virtue, modesty. The honest recognition 
or battle piece of. tintorettorian magnitude? You would of one’s own limitations is the first, and to many the 
not need to witness the . effort, or even to be a judge at hardest step toward overcoming them, 
all, to know that it must be an utter farce, without even It was not by playing everything which has been 
dt ’ 1 mer ' written, but by doing a few things faultlessly, that Edwin 
In like manner, whenyou are told that a girl of eleven, Booth, Joe Jefferson, and Modjeska attained their histri- 
who has studied the piano for two years, is playing ;onic celebrity, and that all the great musical reputations 
Chopin’s “ Ballade” in A flat, the same good common have been gained. Kullak used to say, “It is infinitely 
sense should inform yon that one of two things must „be better, from every standpoint, to play with one piece, 
true: either that she is an extremely precocious, phe- than to play at a score.” 
nomenally endowed geniuB, a second Mozart, with decided 
modern improvements, or that her teacher is a fool. 
And in most instances you are pretty safe in assuming 
that the latter is most probably the case, as fools are 
more plentiful than phenomena in the mnsical world. 
As regards your own study, any piece is too difficult 
which yon cannot play straight through without breaks 
or stumbling, with not more than one false note to the 
WORTH REPEATING, 
fCnder this Department will appear articles that have heen in 
‘ print, but are worthy of a repetition. We will be pleased to receive 
: contributions from our readers, from resources outside of the back 
• numbers of Thk Etude.] 
The value of good musical literature cannot he over¬ 
estimated ; every teacher should endeavor to have a good 
page at a fair tempo, and with some little attention to . fund of knowledge as to the beat writers and their works, 
tone-quality and phrasing, after three to four weeks of fn<* t0 *Q 't£e m\n<*8 of pupils a thirst for 
W •• v knowledge of the history of muBic and musicians. When- 
careful practice. You have then, of coarse, in reality ... 
only made a beginning. Between that standard and a 
fine artistic interpretation there is a great gulf fixed. 
Still it is a safe idea to start with. Every one can tell for 
himBelf, if he will, whether or not he hits the right notes, 
ever they are studying the works of any worthy composer 
(and they should study no other), everything relating to 
his life and works, so far as published, should be read. 
The better a man’s character is understood the more 
interesting and the more easily understood will his music, 
be. Some teachers have been known to keep a large 
and, with the aid of a metronome, whether or not he library expressly for the purpose of circulating among 
keeps the time approximately; and these two elements PUP^8- This is highly commendable, and it is 
be l-TO—. Wore interpretation can be even 
attempted. this, all may do spmething—at least read enough them- 
Be content to set yourself a moderate, possible task, selves to be able to recommend proper books for others 
It is wiser, in playing for others, to select something in 1° read. _ However, every student should own, at least, a 
which the technical requirements are easily met, leaving 
a surplus of attention and vitality free for the more 
important and exacting portion of the work. It is better 
to bring up one little pearl in safety from moderate 
depths, than to try the deep-sea plnnge at the ontset, for 
the lost Spanish treasure, and be crushed beneath the 
weight of waters. 
There is another error as frequently made, and almost 
as fatal, as the selection of too difficult wprks. It is the 
attempt to carry too large a repertoire. The rage for 
quantity is in some measure taking the place of that for 
mere speed and brilliancy, and it is a form of virtuosity 
scarcely, if any, better. The one makes its chief demand 
upon the fingers, the other upon the memory. The ever 
new programmes and interminable series of recitals, 
announced by the leaders in the profession, are a constant 
spur to the ambition of younger and weaker men, to 
reach out more and more in this wrong direction, that is 
after quantity, rather than quality, and the effect on the 
public is precisely the reverse of that desired or intended. 
The writer was discussing Chopin’s compositions, not 
few hooks of references—such as dictionaries of music 
and musicians, of which there are several, and especially 
a good dictionary of mnsical terms. More than half the 
terms used to indicate tempos and the various expressions 
might as well not be used, so far as many pupils are 
concerned, and even some teachers have a very limited 
knowledge of them. There are nice little handbooks 
published for just such persons, and every one should 
possess one. One of tha greatest uses in the world is 
performed by those who write good books. What is 
the good of straggling ajong for years trying to discover 
what has already been discovered and placed upon record 
for yon ? Get a catalogue and select a list, and buy one 
each month, or as often as convenient, and in a few yeafs 
a good stock of knowledge will be the result.—The 
Leader. . 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Your book, entitled “ Musical Mosaics,” is rightly 
named. It iff what it claims to be, a well classifie col¬ 
lection of the best thoughts of mature musical minds. 
I never miss an opportunity of calling the attention of 
musical people, and especially our students, to “Musical 
Mosaics,” believing they will nowhere else find so 
much food in such compact and inexpensive form. The 
long ago, with a lady of fine intelligence and musical J book should be in the hands of every music student. 
Delaware, Ohio. S. H. Blakeslee, 
Director 0. W. Conservatory. 
I consider the recent works published by Mr, T io- 
dore Presser pedagogical master-pieces, and all good 
mnsic teachers, and ose who desire to bee-, e such, 
ought to be truly grateful to him for such h= iks as 
Krause’s Measure aDd Rhythm (in which syn -op tion, 
that stumbling-block for young teachers, is treated in a 
wonderfully systematic and exhaustive, and yet very 
simple manner),-The-School of Four-Hand Playing, a 
truly fine selection, and above all, Mathews’ Twenty 
Lessons to a Beginner. This mast be recommended to 
all young piano teachers as the method of methods. It 
it, is in itself evidence sufficient that he is incapable of ^hi^PpSiS'ShP„d“fpS 
appreciating the real beauty and meaning, and the real teaching. But before applying it, one must make him- 
ability, but who had enjoyed limited advantages, and 
who said she did not enjoy or understand the works of 
this composer. When asked if she had heard many of 
them well given, she replied, “O yes, nearly all of them. 
Professor-gave sixteen Chopin recitals last winter, 
which I attended.” Her failure to derive pleasure or 
profit was, of course, explained. The pianist does not 
live, never did live, who could give sixteen consecutive 
recitals, and present any considerable number of the 
compositions in any but a mutilated and unintelligible, 
manner. And the mere fact that any man would attempt 
demands upon the player, inherent in the works he 
undertakes. The greatest, even approximately successful 
feat in this line^which the world ever witnessed,, was the 
series of Beven recitals, all long, heavy programmes, 
embracing well-nigh £he whole range of piano literature, 
recently given by Rubinstein in the leading European 
cities. And that was the supreme effort and achievement 
of mature life, the crowning success of the greatest living 
self thoroughly familiar with it. And the result, will 
then be unconditional success. Of course, I have intro¬ 
duced this work in my musical department, and I sh 
recommend it to all my former graduates who are teach- 
I ing, as the best piano instructor. E. M. Goldberg, 
! Director of the Musical Department 
Columbia, Mo. of Stephens Female College. 
Were parents more enlightened as to the needs of 
pianist, of a consummate genius, supplemented by the ex^ thorough musical practice, the instruction of children 
perience and training of forty years of professional work, would be begun at an early age, and instead of selecting 
. .... , , „ .. .. . , - V- xiV a bungling ignommus as a teacner, they would select a 
And it has been well authenticated, from many reliable eonscientfous, experienced leader, capable of directing 
sources, that even his matchless powers were not quite the important first steps of young music students toward 
equal to the complete fulfilment pf so gigantic a task. ^ jure; and ration 1 art pro* 
, - \ * :! ..." ',vKi > £ v 2 itfM 
_, ... . _] 
LETTERS Tv EEAQHEIS 
Will you please answer the following questions, through 
the Etude or by letter. 
Ques.—-1. Is it necessary to teach a pupil to lift the 
fingers from the knuckle joint in learning to play the 
organ? As organ music should be decidedly legato, 1 
should think the fingers ought to remain on the keys. 
2. What piano studies do you consider the best 
to use for pupils in the 8d or 4th grade? . Is Czerny 
out of date? Will you kindly give a list of piano pieces 
suitable for pupils somewhat advanced—perhaps m the 
4th grade. J* T- 
Ans.—1. It helps to individualize the action of the 
fingers to raise them preparatory to striking the keys, in 
the organ as well as in the piano. Strictly speaking, the 
.fingers ought not to be raised in playing the organ, only 
sufficiently to permit the key to repeat the tone. An 
organ touch is a pressure touch, and not a striking. 
2. One of the best Bets of piano studies for pupils 
in the third or fourth grades is .Loeschhorn’s Opus 
66. The first book may be used in the third grade, by 
giving the studies in smaller portions, hut the second 
book is decidedly fourth grader Czerny is rather out of 
date, because he has regard^to a system of finger practice 
which has gone out of use, and has too little -regard to 
phrasing and differential touch. 
The list of pieces will presently appear in connection 
with the course of studies advertised some months ago 
in this periodical. The dactylion has been discussed in 
another department of the Etude. I make very little 
use myself of the mechanical appliances for improving 
the touch; perhaps not enough use. In general I think 
that the musical sense is so much neglected that it ib 
better to address, oneself to that mainly. Finger work 
as such, is easily gained, but tuneful and expressive play¬ 
ing depends upon other considerations. W. S. B. M. 
Ques.—Will you please help me, through the Etude? 
^am often puzzled to know the difference between slurs 
and phrase marks. Can you give some rule that will help 
me to distinguish them? 
In No. 12 of Duvernoy’s 15 Studies for the Piano, 
Op. 120, are the lines over the groups of four notes to in¬ 
dicate that the hand is to be raised after each group? 
In the Chopin Valae, Op. 34, "No. 2, in the part very 
near the close which is marked “Piaviro," are the 
chords in the right hand tied or slurred? J. h. 
Ans.—Strictly speaking, all slurs are phrase marks, or 
would be if they were correctly applied. But as a mat¬ 
ter of fact, all our piano music is full of slurs which mean 
nothing, but have been added by the printer or engraver, 
or perhaps put on by the composer in a negligent 
moment, simply because he happened to think at the 
last minute that they would improve the appearance of 
the page. I have several times attempted to formulate 
a rule on this subject in these pages. Namely, that slurs 
which correspond with the rhythmic division of groups of 
equal notes, are commonly conventional merely, and 
have no value as marks of expression. When a slur 
covers a rhythmic group, beginning on an accented tone 
and ending on an unaccented tone, it is almost invariably 
to be entirely disregarded in playing. Even carefully 
written studies, like those of Loeschhorn, are disfigured 
' by marks of this kind. In the third study of Opus 66, 
there are groups of four with slurs over them. The runs 
are to-be played legato entirely, and not divided into 
groups. When the slur passes across from one group to 
the next, as from the second tone of a group of four to the 
first tone of the next following group it is generally a real 
mark of punctuation, and the tones should be separated 
"accordingly. NNormle can be given which- fully meets 
the case. If I were to cite hundreds of examples, it 
might well enough happen that the next question would 
present a case where exactly such groups were intended 
to be separated. One musrjudge from the nature of the 
passage. Where there is a settled rhythmic figure of the 
phrase, it will help the reader to be sure. Where con¬ 
tinuous runs are intended, then the player must dis¬ 
regard these conventional marks. The elements of 
judgment must not be omitted. 
I have not the pieces at hand which you mention, but 
from my recollection should say that the* slurs you men¬ 
tion must not be regarded. I am very sorry not to be 
% able to give you a better explanation. W. S. B. M. 
1 cannot tell how much pleasure .1 take in the Etude, 
and what a help it has been to me in teaching, I think it 
a boon to the music teacher. 
1. In Rubinstein, op. 22, No. 10, the piece is called 
Kt it Ostrou Now pi > - tell ii , how this ’ 
pronounced, and what it means? 
2 In Boi ldieu Kalif V< a Bagda ! vhat is the mei n- 
ing ©f the name and ho v is it pronounced? 
8 1?. >!(i* the tren Of Li,< ‘ here any story eprt e tecl 
by 1 mean h r> is it pi ly d s’?,--, stan ' ugly? 
4. What is the proper way of pronouncing Pader¬ 
ewski ? _ o. v. B. 
1. Kam'-en-noi os'-trow is a watering pl~aceT'near St. 
Petersburg, where Rubinstein is in the habit of spending 
his summers. 
2. Ka'-lif of Bag-dad is the name of an opera; the 
Khaleef is a Mohammedan ruler, or Prince. 
8. Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetiqne has no formal 
story that I know of. Any fanciful writer could make 
up at a few moments’ notice, and invest it with a 
great deal of ready-made probability. It is played 
understandingly whenever the music is correctly given 
as to its tones, movement, and the expression indicated 
and implied in it. 
4. Pad-er-ew'-skiis a fine pianist. M. 
As a subscriber to your very valuable monthly, the 
Etude, I take the liberty to address yon desiring infor 
mation. I have been a teacher of music for twenty 
years, but have as yet failed to find satisfactory instruc 
tion for children from the ages of seven and upward 
I noticed Mathew’s book advertised bat think it too 
severe a course for my use, as my little pupils will not 
submit to a technical course or much application. The 
gift of memorizing is, I think, attained only by a few, 
and I have never required this. I notice this is a special 
R» He D« feature in Mathews 
I hope you will give my little Twenty Lessons a fair 
trial, and then tell me your conclusion regarding Jt. 
Your are entirely mistaken in regard to the memorizing 
adding to the burdeu of learning to play. It lightens it. 
Ask yourself for a minute what would be. the condition 
of a school where nothing was memorized, and where 
all intellectual effort was carefully avoided. It is 
common hut great error to suppose that intellectual 
effort is a burden. On the contrary, nothing makes life 
so enjoyable, and nothing leaves a better farewell im¬ 
pression upon the whole system than an honest effort to 
think. Thinkers live longer and preserve their faculties 
longer in old age than those who avoid using the brains 
fcfr fear of exhausting them prematurely. The claim 
I make for the system is distinctly this; That not only 
are better results secured by it than by the usual 
method, but that the study is more pleasurable to the 
pupil. Moreover, the art of memorizing music is 
attained by all who learn to think music. Any one 
who can memorize two Htanzas of “ Mary Had a Little 
Lamb ” can memorize an easy music-piece. M. 
MUSICAL THINKING AND DOING. 
Within the last five years we have made.much research 
in this field. Some valuable works on tonality have, been 
published, and last, but nolfbjrauy means least, the Tonic 
sol-fa-ists have been untiring in their efforts to promote 
a system of musical thinking. ;■ - ‘ 
In this essay I wish to present as well as Ican the case 
of the movable do-ists. 
In order to learn to thinknuusic, it is necessary to have 
t fot * latiou for ur systc m, & starting pot >* from which 
«.» make surveys into the r aim of tones a key bj 
vh j! e i solve »nj pag - . t music h h raaj b« 
igl before usf That starting point is the major 
; ale, i d w find tha tl »rd i of he tones s spa like 
an axiom or a rule of logic, to be a law of the mind. In 
order to teach this scale, we do not find it necessary to 
give any artificial attributes to the various tones, as do 
the tonic soLfa-iats. We need not designate one tone as 
the calm tone, the restless tone, the-cheerful tone, etc. 
Any person of musical aptithde can sing the scale readily, 
and those" tbe least endowed musically can learn it by 
precept and example. 
A study of the contents of the major scale is most 
interesting. Here we have the .major and minor seconds, 
the major and minor thirds, the perfect and sharp fourths, 
the perfect and imperfect fifths, the major and minor 
sixths and sevenths, precisely as~u8ed in musfraKcom- 
position. Anyone who has mastered _ the major Beale 
enough to think or to sing all the skips in it, can sing any 
of these intervals, and can do so the more intelligently 
from his consciousness of the tonality to which they 
belong. For example, take the minor sixth c, A fiat; 
In the key of A fiat, or its relative minor, these tones 
would be 8, 8, or mi, do,_In the key of D flat, or in 
B flat minor, they would be 7, 5, or si, sol. In the key 
of E flat, or in C minor, they would be la, fa, and in each 
of these cases these tones would have a different effect, 
be harmonized differently~and have a different leading, 
so that to learn to sing or think such an interval by itself, 
aside from the tonality, gives but a partial, or meagre, 
or even a mistaken idea of its meaning, although its 
identity as a minor sixth remains the same in all these 
cases. 
The movable do Bystem, as heretofore tanght by a few 
teachers, has been largely misunderstood, and has been 
overloaded and handicapped by an effort to give a different 
name to every note of the chromatic scale. How it has 
been misunderstood is illustrated by the unchallenged 
assertion of an essayist at one of the meetings of the 
National Association, in which it was maintained that 
the movable do system involves 14 transpositions of the 
scale. In reality it requires but six, or at most seven, if 
the scale starting on c be regarded as a transposition. 
One who learns to read in the key of E learns at the 
same time to read in IT flat. One reads in A or in A flat 
with the Squal consciousness that the do lies in that 
letter, although one finds by experience that the tenden¬ 
cies of each of those two keys are different. 
Regarding the overloading of the movable do Bystem 
by accessory syllables, I think they should all be 
discarded, for this reason: It is impractiable to call an 
altered interval by a new name when it may merely mean 
a change of the tonality. For example, if in the key of 
C I meet with the notes c, b flat, a flat, e flat, they are 
not chromatic at all, and may be read as mi. re, do, sol, 
in the key of A flat, or la, sol, fa, do, in the key of E 
flat, or as si, la, sol, re, in the key of D flat, and similarly 
for practicable succession of flat or sharp notes. 
The number of chromatic notes used in any music is 
much smaller than we are apt to imagine, and we can 
BT HERVE D. WILKINS. 
An essay read at the N. Y. State Music Teachers’ Association, at 
, Saratoga, June 24th, 1890. 
One of the most important and interesting matters 
connected with the teaching and practice of music as an 
art, is the question. “ How shall we train the mind to 
think music ?” The mind of a musician ought to he 
trained to carry on a train of musical thought as logically 
and as completely as one thinks ont a literary composi¬ 
tion. In order to do this we have to deal with tones 
which in all their relations must be carried in the mind 
while, according to circumstances and the need of the 
moment, we may either sing or play-or compose them. 
In order to acquire this faculty and perfect the power of 
thinking music, Mr. Mathews^ in the Etude, advises a 
correspondent to learn to Bing the different intervals by 
ear. Mr. Mees at the Cleveland meeting"of the National 
Association expounded, by the aid of a blackboard, his 
method of instructing-a class to sing at sight by means 
of a system of intervals, thus learning to recognize a 
major or minor third, a perfect fourth, or any given 
interval, and so going on step by step through the com- 
■j position to be read./^ Mr. Holt, then Superintendent of 
Musical Instruction in the public sdhools of Boston, some 
years since wrote several articles on this subject in the 
Century Magazine, then published by the Scribners, in 
which he advocated the transposing system, and Mr. 
Theo. Thomas wrote an article in opposition to Mr. 
Holt’s method, in which he advocated what may be 
called the instrumental system, a code of intervals bor¬ 
rowed from the piano keyboard. 
think or sing do sharp, re flat or sharp, mi flat, fa sharp 
sol Bharp, la flat, in all. seven chromatic notes without 
any alteration of the syllables whatever, sol flat and la 
sharp being most rarely used. Another fault of the 
movable do-ists is their failure to follow out the system 
and their attempt to solve a passage without referring tol 
the proper tonality. 
To Bum up this portion of oar sahject, we maintain 
that any passage of any composer, not excepting Wagner 
or his like, can be solved and thoroughly comprehended 
by the movable do system. It is no short cat to a 
thorough knowledge, but its continued study enables the 
mind to solve melodies, comprehend harmonies, to trans¬ 
pose at sight upon an instrument, and to enjoy the mental 
study of mnsic in a thousand ways which are closed to 
that singer who depends npon his piano for learning a 
tune, that instrumentalist who cannot read mnsic men¬ 
tally at all, but must always'try it in order to “ see how 
it goes,” and to the tonic sol-fa-ist, who is yet in the 
leading strings (and veiy good ones) of an artificial nota¬ 
tion, one which helps him learn melodic successions, bat 
does not giveThim a comprehensive idea of the inter- 
relations of tonalities. But the door of music stands 
wide open to the tonic sol-fa-ist. He has only .yet to 
learn to coordinate his knowledge of music with its 
expression in ordinary musical notation. 
it is quite the fashion to speak of modern tonality as 
something quite different from that of half a century 
ago, and to assume therefrom that new methods are 
necessary in the study of modern music. Yet by a 
critical inspection of the scores of modern composers, 
we soon learn thatwhat is apparently new, unprecedented 
MMi— - - SlSSStSSSilMSfigSiSS ■ _ Baas 
andintricate, is but the natural outcome of thd new rela-. OvTE*QtTTTn«3 ■'TTlfT XrTQWOTlQ that the thing “ puts them oat” of time, that ia to say it 
tions of different tonalities which the restless human \^/lU5otiUuo ClliLL iut-151^0® simply reveals to them that they are oat of time.; ^Do- 
mind is continually seeking. Wherei the ancient com- '777“. . 7 - not, however, allow them habituallyto practice with it; 
poser confined the expression of his thought to one key To F. A. K.—You a8k if in singing hymns one should v f . 
and its nearest relatives the Dominant, Sub-dominant ana , ■ . , , -ii.- ■ ■■■■"■'': •' ■ - ■ r f j , ,, hot after playing, at the furthest, ten minutes, then 
their relative minors, the modern composer roams at will b.e gaidedby the varying impulses of the words or should require them to do the 8ame thing ^ equal iega]aTityr 
through the whole realm of tones, seeking a wider and sing m strict time. I should say neither. When one keeping the beaff imaginary and absolutely in the mind, 
more varied expression for musical thought, the logical undertakes to be guided by words he at once opens a J 8 Y C 
connection of ideas being oftener maintained by the use mighty sluice-gate for irregularity, whim and contention, ' 
of rhvthmic figures and characteristic motifs and melo- , 6 / . ... ., . . ... Please answer through the Etude the following ques- 
Si Jrth.“ b,*S>rt»dition.l relations of chords and for «“ oonstder a correct eipress.cn of the ,i0ns 
keys. > words, another will consider sheer nonsense. A hymn 1. Why does a piece written in a minor key end with 
Some examination papers which we all have seen, is a very simple composition as to its form, melodic out- a major chord ? 
emanating from the American College of Music, begin, line, and usually as to its harmonization; ihdeed, the 2. Should chords be played from the wrist, forearm^ 
the subject of modulation ^ hymn as we know it, is only a degenerate form of the orshoulder? a. d. 
perhaps more works’on Harmony which enlarge upon German chorale, which is the most perfect expression of Only ancient pieces, of the time of Bach or before^ 
this sort of modulation, but If we examine-master works, the simply sublime known to musical art. In the chorale “ written m a minor key, ended in the major. This was 
we shall find that no device for modulation is used so the whole mass of the "congregation, men and women, because the minor chord was recognized as expressive 
sing the melody, time mating it in broad, kemy tones at «'nl°C°"P'e?i”S.8’ of 7°“' 
for the reason that it leaves ttie tonality for a moment in the distance of an octave; and against this mighty wave, Q^ly^e major chord represents repose, 
doubt, or effaces the sense of tonality altogether, whereas this immense Gulf-stream of human feeling, setting 2. Yes. lhat is to say, any one of these methods,- 
the right and satisfactory way to modulate is to go step straight toward the throne of God, the organ places the according to circumstances, and several varieties of 
involved and noble harmonies. Sfich church music is finger touch besides, are used in playing chords. 
Tatio^may be made in four moves, counting the starting the most perfect expression of the earthly ideal of the Light repeated chords are played from £he hana 
key as one. . heavenly choir that I know anything about, but our Heavy chords with a melodic upper voice, or 
i g  u  , s i  
si ply reveals t  t e  t at they are out f ti e. o 
not, ho ever, allo  the  habifenally: to practice ith, it, 
but ft r la i , t t f rt est, t i tes, t  
require, the  to do the sa e thing with equal regularity, -. 
keeping the beaf i aginary and absolutely in the ind. - 
J. 8. V. C, . 
l   t  t t  t ll i s¬ 
tio  :— . 
p
,'
r l r  
s . 
i order to solve the problems presented in modern protestant hymns, though many of them excellent, at a melodic voice anywhere in them, are played with more 
iiiimf/Uvs fcl,n?ained in ft The chords on the least the old time were excellent (our modern ones °.r le8B ar,m t(>Qcb’ in connection with the fingers. Soft 
, fifth and fourth degrees of the major scale are major, are the quintessence of the namby-pamby, sugar-water 8l°g'n® cboE’ 8 Wltb aaar“l t0^h’ ^e,7 gentle, the wnst 
music, it is very useful to analyze the scale with reference 
to the various keys contained in it. The chords on the. 
first, fift   f rt  r s f t  j r s l  r  j r, 
and those on the sixth, third and second are minor; 
digressions into any of the keys indicated by these chords 
may be made at will, so that not only these keys, but all 
the chords which pertain to each of them are related to 
sickening) ; our Protestant hymns are something like 
that. They are supposed to be sung by a large number 
of; persons not highly cultivated in music, hence the 
the central key. It takes but a little of this sort of rhythm must .be simple and steady, but it is a mistake to 
analysis to perceive that keys considered formerly as 
remote from each other are quite closely related and that 
diatonically, and modern music shows us that, as in all 
other departments of human research, such as chemistry 
for instance, new relations are continually being dis 
covered and new combinations are being made ana thus 
new forms are being produced. So in music, out of the 
Bame old tone-material new and richer forms are fashioned 
by the restless and inventive mind of genius. And as 
at any moment of a composition there can prevail but 
one tonality at a time, however much we may wander 
make them mechanical. Usually at the end of each line, 
as in Old Hundred, it is marked that we should pause, 
and very few congregations do the Old Hundred correctly, 
because they do not, at the end of the line, make a long 
pause, then take a leisurely breath and resume. In play¬ 
ing the organ, in one of our .Cincinnati churches, I did 
this, and was accused of hesitating and forgetting the 
music, simply because the blockheads knew nothing and 
were unwilling to be taught. I do not approve of much 
from the central or starting tonality, the movable-do gentimental shading in hymns, though,occasionally when 
system furnishes a complete guide to the comprehension , . A 
of all music, vocal and instrumental, as far as the tone ^be sentiment very obviously calls for it, it is well to sing f ll sic, cal  i str e tal, as fa 
is concerned. 
[Continued in Septkmbeb Issue.) 
3JEW PUBLICATIONS. 
Sacked Songs. By J. B. Campbell. 
1. Blessed is He. 
2. Show Us Thy Mercy. 
8. Come Unto Me. 
The first test of a good song is that the music shall 
intensify the feeling expressed in the words. Measured 
by this standard, it cannot be said that Mr. Campbell’s 
work is preeminently successful. Rightly understood, 
the sacred words of these songs have much more depth 
of feeling and more emotional force than I have been 
able to discover in the music. Mr. Campbell’s work is, 
however, well done from the technical side; it is smooth, 
flowing and melodious, and will commend itself to the 
great majority of church singers, who are not over¬ 
burdened with profound religious feeling and gladly 
welcome whatever is sweetly tuneful and singable. 
the se ti e t very obviously calls f r it, it is ell to sing organists. Wc 
one stanza softly and another loudly, as, for instance, in thing for that 
the familiar hymn, “My faith looks up to Thee,” the ^ined^chonls* 
latter part may be thus contrasted. composer cons 
Ques. 2.—In counting eighth notes is it advisable to j. See above 
make pupils count “one, and, two, and,” and in a dotsed „ Manv of I 
eighth and sixteenth to count “one, and, the two?” ’ ^ 
Ans.—No, indeed, I would never employ nor tolerate meij® ^ * e.ma 
any such ridiculous, mechanical, corn-husking method ° e mu81<h 
of getting out the notes. A pupil must begin to learn eia, : 0 4 
from the first to divide time into two, three, four equal ^ ®86 
partB, and unless this instinct can be developed, a person ’ 
can never-become a musician. All rhythmical ideas W1 m ^ 
develop from two roots, namely, the idea of two and the I have been 
idea of three, but we generally speak of the three mum- aaQ ^ 
bers, two, three and four, as being radical; six, eight, not needed it 
relaxed, and so on. No formulated rule can be given 
(in the present state of my knowledge at least). It all 
depends upon the kind and amount of effect desired.. 
Obtain the effect by whatever means you can do so most 
easily. It will then be right. But be sure that you 
really have the best possible effect, or the effect intended 
by ihe music. The player is supposed to possess inner 
illumination of a musical kind, enabling him to discern . 
musical good from evil. M. 
1. Gan you recommend a work upon musical com¬ 
posers suitable for children ? 
2. Are the embellishments of Bach music very impor¬ 
tant with our modern improvements in pianos? Are - 
they not more of an aggravation than any thing else ? 
3. Are there any magazines published especially for 
ould not the Etude do well to write some¬ 
thing for that class of musicians? Will you suggest 
some pieces for the organ which contain flowing sus¬ 
tained chords. I am very tired of music in which the 
s r tantly strains to imitate Bach. l. d. k. 
1. ee above. 
2. Many of the embellishments in the Bach music are 
merely the mannerisms of his day, and are not essential 
to the music, in fact are detrimental to it. This is espe¬ 
cially true of the pianoforte music. But a student will 
omit these embellishments at his peril. If he does it 
with taste, it will be'well; if without good reason, he 
will merely make his composer ridiculous. W. S. B. M. 
I have been a reader of The Etude for two years now, 
and it has been a wonderful help to me. I now come to 
you for some advice, for the first time; not that I have 
t it before, bat I find my questions answered 
nine, twelve and higher numbers are mere combinations before I write; other teachers having the same trouble, 
t j it i , t r- of these, and the pupil's mind must be taught very early 
the fundamental arithmetic of music, to think quickly 
l t i tl t l i l , a]j possible combinations and lengths of tones. Teach 
whether it is deeply expressive or not. And most con- . , ,, „ ({ .  
—gregations sympathize With the singers in this, so that them to count one> two’”or one, two, three, or 
these pieces will doubtless prove widely acceptable. “one, two, three, four;’' higher than this I never go. 
[Orders filled at The Etude Office.] J. o. f. If a measure is very slow, and there are many-notes, I 
write you before I do. I want some musical literature 
for some of my younger pupils to read and do not know 
what to select that would interest them as well as instruct 
them the most. A 
Perhaps some other teachers can help me, by telling 
me what they use. x. z. 
The desire for well-written works on music suitable 
_T require them to count either not the quarters in-four-four for the young, is one of the most pleasing features of the 
Music should strike fire from a man’s soul; mere senti- time, but the* eighths, making thus eight counts, or, what present state of musical cultivation since it indicates 
meut, will only do for women.—Beethoven-, is still better, to count each number twice, one, one ; two, that teachers are endeavoring to start their young pupils 
- . two; three, three ; four, four; but, as soon as possible, upon the road toward an intelligent musicianship. There- 
-vwr a xrri?r» ‘^1* 7 m i . n. 7 get rid even of this mechanical crutch, and learn to feel are three little books published by Lee & Shepard, I 
W Class-Yocal lightIfteaffingToradbate of^leading exactly whether they are in time. I do not allow very think, called “Tone Masters,” .whicji 
Conservatory. Tonic Sol-fa a specialty. Several years much counting aloud, either in the pupil or^the teacher—- your purpose. Then there is one called jl outniui Dayag 
of experience in teaching. Expert in Calisthenics, just enough to make them know what measures are and of Mozart,” and Mrs. Lilly has lately been, preparing 
Graduate of college. Best of references. i [,ow the beats are called. But better than any such certain works of this kind. You might do much by 
Care Etude Office, 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. counting is the use for a short period each day of the having a club of your younger pupils to m-et i« -larly, 
—-7—--- - metronome. I do not alfoyr the metronome to be used, devoting several meetings to one composer.. You could 
T17 ANTED.—A Music Clerk to take charge of "the long enough to produce any d§adening in the ear, or any read, or have them read, short and interesting extracts 
wholesale department of a large music ' puse. 8tu[tjgcation Df the rhvthmical sense, which very soon from the existing biographies—^episodes or st ries of 
stating experience, with reference, J. G. & 8. Co, comes about when the click becomes incessant, especially the composer, then nave a few pupils prepared to play 
Care of Etude Office, 1704 Chestnnt St., Philadelphia, Pa. if it is hard,1 loud, and disagreeable. It is a merciful extracts from the composer’s works. 
~ ~r~ - ■ : . —‘ — 7~ law of nature that we soon become insensible to pain. The suggestion that other ;s tiers whc - ave measur- 
A C°- ,i-ENT |Bacte? -of Pianoforte, and Or- Require your 8tudents to play a few measure* against ably solved thi problem in th ir wn work report their 
erenc! ANo-’l/if’8 experlence’ ^e81reB position- Ref- , Jnome ..Uthe, »U1 be emb.rr.eeed melhod h'ere, ie » good pee, .»d ;lhe qeeetio. ie ierebj; 
Address Geo. F. Edler, care of Etude. by it, just as people are by QTOtehqs*~they will .complain declared to be, open for general discussion. M- - 
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GENIUS.—-CHAPTER n.—BY KARL MERZ.—Concluded. 
tiiis reason they shrink from pain. When suffering awaits them, they seem, to 
he unable to reason themselves into a bjave endurance of the same. Thus Peele 
is believed to have died because he was unable to bear an operation which a less 
sensitive main might readily have eftdured. Yet, while we must record a 
Demosthenes who deserted his colors, and excused himself by saying that “ He 
who turns and runs away may live to fight another day,” we might also give 
many instances of heroic bravery exhibited by men of genius. 
The sensitiveness of men of genius, especially of musicians, is proverbial. 
Artiste, actors, orators, painters, poets, are almost morbidly sensitive to public 
criticism. Approbation iB of more value to them than money, for if they fail in 
their mental efforts they fail in everything; hence, they are often troubled with 
fear when stepping before the public. Thus, it is said of Cicero that he had a- 
bad night before his great speech at Murena. Plutarch says that Cicero not only 
lacked courage in arms, but also in his efforts at speaking. He began timidly, in 
many cases never ceasing to tremble, even when he came thoroughly into the 
current of his speeches. But then there are many guilty of the same weakness, 
whom no one would suspect of genius. It may well be said that many artiste and 
authors suffered death, almost, because of unjust criticism. Schiller said that no 
genius comes to a good end, by which he means that men of great mental gifts 
usually suffer much. Was not Homer a beggar, and Torrence a slave ? Was not 
Tasso poor,,and did not Cervantes die of hunger? Bacon led a life of distress f 
Spencer died in want, and Mozart had not enough to prevent his being buried in 
a pauper’s grave. Yes, often the grim messenger of death takes away our great* 
men early, for it is said that he loves a shining mark. 
It is a common belief that Genuis works ^est in youth. A distinguished 
physician says that the period from thirty to forty is the golden period for brain- 
labor, while that from forty to sixty he calls the silver period. There are, how¬ 
ever, many instances on record, where great works were accomplished by men of 
advanced years. While Mozart, Raphael, Schubert and others produced their 
great works in youth, while some of the world’s great generals had built up and 
destroyed empires before they were much advanced in years, we must not lose 
sight of the fact that Homer produced his best works in old age; Xenophon 
wrote when ninety-two years old ; iEschylus wrote his greatest works three years 
before his death, when he was sixty-six years of age; Sophocles wrote his 
“(Edijrns” in his ninety-sixth year; Phidias produced great works in his 
seventy-sixth year; Michael Angelo painted his celebrated “Judgment” be¬ 
tween his sixtieth and sixty-seventh years; Gluck wrote his “ Iphegenia ” in 
his sixty-fifth year; Haydn wrote the “Creation” in his sixty-third, and 
Goethe produced his “ Faust ” in the fifty-seventh year of Ms life. But these 
are illustrations enough. 1 
Artiste must picture and express passions, and in order to do this effectively 
they must have felt those passions. Thus it happens often that their nervous 
systems suffer, and in order to build up the wasting powers, they will resort to 
stimulating drink. I do not believe, however, in the theory advanced by some, 
that men work best under the influence of strong drink. There may he those 
who are so accustomed to the use of wine, that their minds cannot work 
without the aid of stimulants, a condition in which our celebrated Webster is said 
to-have been. Let me say most emphatically that if drunkards rise to emi¬ 
nence, they do so in spite of their habits, not because of them. It is an error to 
teach that the moral law is hot as binding upon great men, as it is upon lesser 
mortals. ^ 
As heavenly bodies have their satellites, so men of genius have theirs. These 
hang on the outskirts of intellectual circles, and being unable to enter their 
magic bounds* they imitate those within, and as a rule they imitate their vices 
first Let us cover the frailties of our great men with the mantle of charity, 
remembering, that the greater the power of perception of wrong, the greater 
also is its sting. 
Those whom we admire we also imagine as perfect in form. Men of genius, 
however, often were insignificant in their appearance, yes, many"were deformed, 
or suffered from maladies. Milton, Homer, Bach and Handel were blind, Beet¬ 
hoven was deaf, Weber and Byron both suffered from physical deformities. 
These sufferers were often extremely sensitive about their ailings, yet when 
touched by the warmth of humor they sometimes made fun of each other’s 
weaknesses. Talleyrand was lame, Madame de Stael was cross-eyed. Said the 
latter, on one occasion, “ Monsieur, how is that poor leg of yours,” to which the 
statesman sarcastically replied : “ Crooked as you see it.” Who can imagine a 
Hannibal, an Alexander, an Achilles or a Hector as small, yet many geniuses 
were very frail in form. Voltaire was puny, Pope was small, Tom Moore was 
likewise, Milton was only of moderate size, Napoleon was not commanding in 
person, Wagner did not reach much over five feet. 
While the mind of Genius is quick to work, it often needs peculiar surround- - 
ings, in order that it may become active. Spontini the composer preferred to 
work in a dark room; Cimoggso preferred noise around him, when he wrote; 
Haydn always put on the ring Frederick the Great gave him, before he went to 
his desk, and when his ideas ceased to flow, he resorted to his rosary. Mozart 
wrote down many ideas while playing billiards. Beethoven communed much 
with nature; he moved frequently, believing at one time that he could write best 
on the north side of the street, and then preferring the south side. Mendelssohn, 
the refined, stimulated his mind by walking in gardens, as if.he gathered his 
ideas from flowers. It is said of Halevy that he was partial to the sound of 
boiling ’ water. Verdi reads Ossian’s poems and then writes, while Wagner 
dressed himself8 in the costumes of the characters of which he was writing. But 
enough. 
Kant, the great German philosopher, said that just as the powers of genius 
display themselves differently in individuals, so they differ among nations. Thus 
the Germans strike the root, Italians, the crown of the tree, the Frenchman the 
blossom and the Englishman the fruit The greater the degree of culture of a 
people, the greater also is the number of geniuses which that people produces; 
• the greater however the love for financial and mercantile speculation, the smaller 
will be the number of geniuses. 
Some men of genius have been great in more than one art or science. Thus, 
Michael Angelo was a painter, an architect, and a musician. It was he who 
made those beautiful bronze doors, of which it is said, that they are grand enough 
to he the gates of Heaven. By the side of him stands Leonardi Da Vi ici, the 
EDITORIAL NOTES. 
When musical people more generally read the better 
class of educational journals of music, they will be too 
well informed to become the dupes of poor teaching. 
In “ Music Teaching,’.’ by Mrs. Curwin, will be fonnd 
some food for thought. Her ideas of ear training and 
time development will, if followed, lead our teachers into 
better work. We have some conservatories in this 
country that make it a specialty to teach the art of teach¬ 
ing music, See school advertisementejin another column. 
Mr. Herve D. Wilkins is a clear writer, and in his 
paper before the New York State Mnsie Teachers’ Asso¬ 
ciation he gives a lucid exposition of a much neglected 
truth. Musical thinking is a leading idea with the most 
-progressive, teachers. Mr. Wilkins has succeeded in 
putting his ideas in an eminently practical form. Both 
^pupils and teachers will find this paper helpful. 
Mr. Edward Baxter Perry, in his article, “ What Shall 
We Play,” points out a most common and fatal mistake ; 
but like a model critic, he shows the remedy. Mr. Perry 
is a teacher of broad experience, and knows what he 
Bays to be a lamentable truth. Young teachers are not 
the only ones who make the mistake that Mr. Perry 
strikes at so fearlessly, a mistake that is well nigh as 
universal as fatal. ■ _ 
When playing four-hand pieces, do not criticise the 
other performer, bnt if a mistake has been made, pleas¬ 
antly try the passage over again. If the piece is difficult 
for you, number every five or ten measures, so yon can 
begin again at any desired place. 
If there are places where one performer is directed to 
rest two, six, or more measures, count the measures in 
place of the firat count: for three time, as “one, two, 
three; two, two, three; three, two, three; four, two, 
three,” etc. , 
There is an important troth in the quotation below. 
To delicate and sensitively cultivated ears these forced 
-tones are as unpleasant as false notes, and there is less 
excuse for them. Pupils as well as artists constantly 
err in quality of tone. A loose arm, wrist and hand is 
the remedy. 0- 
“ His fault is that in the ybrftmmo passages he hits too 
hard. It is impossible to get more than a certain amount 
of musical sound oat of the piano; it only emits harsh 
and agonized shrieks if smitten with violence.” 
Our English cousins in the profession are highly 
wrought up by the fingering question; Certain of their 
leading music publishers have adopted the continental 
fingering. This raises a protest from one conservative 
teacher,_aa follows:— 
It is a fact that those members of the ^musical pro¬ 
fession who desire to adopt the so-called “continental ” 
system of fingering ar« in a very great minority.. The 
movement really has its origin among the music pub¬ 
lishers ; and I have Aovr before me a plain avowal of 
twqpwell-known firms that they are adopting the “con¬ 
tinental” system of fingering because foreign countries 
will not have the English Bystem, and that they (the pub¬ 
lishers) suffer considerable loss thereby. Bnt this is not 
a sufficient reason whv the majority of the English musi¬ 
cal profession ah out have thrust upon them—nolens 
volens—a system which they dislike; and which, more¬ 
over, it has been sought to advance by arguments of the 
most inconclusive and illogical description. For the 
sake of uniformity I would willingly sacrifice my prefer¬ 
ence for the system to which I have all my life 1 en ac¬ 
customed, providing, of course, something as good were 
offered as a substitute. But that is not the case; and, 
until we drop the use of the word “ thumb,’’ our present 
method of fingering is more reasonable, rational, and 
correct than that which it is sought to force upon us. 
During an experience of upward of twenty ?e years as 
teacher of music I have not used a single piece witl the 
foreign fingering, nor do I intend to do > Let those 
who think with me on the subject act in a similar manner, 
and the attempt will speedily fall to the ground; Fiaito. 
The Philadelphia-Tonic Sol-fa Summer Institute was 
established in 1887, for the training of students and 
teachers in the tonic sol-fa method, by Mr. D. Batchellor, 
It has been prospered beyond the hopes of its friends, 
large and earnest classes being present each year. Its 
corps of teacherB are of the best. As students reach the 
established standard they pass the examinations and 
receive the various certificates and diplomas. This 
institute is admirably conducted, having a staff of eight 
teachers. It gives eight half hoars a day, so arranged 
that the students are changed from one teacher to 
another, thus learning all that is beBt from the many 
teachers. 
Better, in digging for a spring, strike a living spring 
than to pour water in a hollow place. 
Let the child of affliction take comfort in finding one 
like himself who, in spite of all the impediments of 
natnre, yet did all that lay in his power to obtain admit¬ 
tance into the ranks of worthy artists and men.—Bee¬ 
thoven. - 
architect, the sculptor, the painter, the musician, the poet, the scientist, and the 
mathematician. Such geniuses, however, are, among the world's gifted men, 
what the Kohinoor is among diamonds.; 
It has been asserted that the powers of genius, are the product of circumstances; 
others claim that they are the prodiict of.education, ^here would not be a 
Napoleon in history if the French Revolution had not broken out What would 
our Grant, and Sherman, and Lincoln have been without the civil war ? Let 
— us, however, bear in mind, that men are made for occasions, not occasions for 
men. When great works are to he done, God also provides the men to do 
them. Yet there are many instances on record, where men assumed their God- 
appOinted duties with hesitating steps and fainting hearts. Schopenhauer says 
that Genius comes at irregular times, and follows his own course, like a comet, 
yet he always comes when needed, and he always finds the path of his career 
unobstructed. Henry Giles says that Genius is always horn in the right age of 
history, the-proper spot on earth waits for him and receives him. For all, it is 
at least reasonable to believe, that throughout history many great minds failed 
to shine, just as there are many diamonds which have not yet been found, and 
never will come to light. ‘ • 
But is genius the product of education ? Geniuses are as rare as are the high 
peaks in mountainous countries; there are few of them. It is the secret desire of 
all men, more or less, to have their names inscribed on history’s page. If genius, 
then, is attainable by education, why have so few secured the coveted prize ? If 
genius can be produced by education, then education has indeed failed most 
effectually. “ Good will and earnest determination are of great aid in matters of 
morals, and in study,” says a philosopher, but in art pursuits, the itrill itself is 
helpless. When speaking of the lives of our intellectual princes, they, are 
described to us as having been thoughtless, lazy boys, who regarded but little 
their teachers’ instructions. They had, however, a capacity for work, and if they 
failed to apply themselves, the fault usually lay with the teacher and his system, 
and not with the boy and his powers. The fact that these boys became men of 
fame has produced the impression that Genius does not work, that he need not 
labor like Other men. This is a false notion. Men of genius always were hard 
workers; they are not only profound thinkers, but quite frequently they are 
excellent scholars; they are, as a rule, hard students—but after their own methods 
and with their own purposes. When old enough, they defy the yoke of tutelage 
and walk out boldly into paths of their own. Who would assert that a Shake- 
• speare, a Milton, a Raphael, a Michael Angelo, a Dante, a Goethe, a Schiller, a 
Beethoven, a Mozart, a Luther, a Napoleon, a Bismarck, a Franklin, a Webster, 
a Clay, and many others, were made in the school-room what they finally proved 
to be. From whom did these men obtain their superior powers ? Where did 
they light" the torches which have burned throughout centuries ? They were 
illuminated by the spark divine which comes only from the fire divine. Genius 
is a gift which is laid by the side of the little babe, and whosoever has not re¬ 
ceived it at his birth, need never .expect to receive it in later years, no matter 
how superior his educational advantages may be. Genius is a gift, education 
and learning are acquirements, and it will be easily proven that the inborn 
qualities are stronger than those that are acquired. 
When viewing the highest mountains of the earth 
or when diving down into the lowest mines, when 
exploring the ice-bound regions of the North Pole, 
or when wandering through the woods and along 
the immense rivers of the hot zones with their 
variety of scenery and wild animals, when meas¬ 
uring - the Falls of Niagara, or when viewing 
Vesuvius in convulsive action, one may well cry 
out in the Bible language, “Great and marvelous 
are Thy works, oh Lord God Almighty.” But 
^Jhere is something far greater than these wonders 
of nature, and that is the mind of man. Though 
electricity travels quickly there is something that 
travels quicker, and that is human thought. How 
sad it is that while, men climb the highest moun¬ 
tains, while they dive into seas and rivers, while 
they spend years in the ice-bound regions of the 
North, or Waste away under the tropic sun of the 
South, and all this for the sake of scientific 
investigation, they do so little to fathom their own 
hearts or to study their own minds. Truly did 
Pope say: “Know Thyself; the proper study for 
mankind is man.” Though the mountains and the 
seas are great, the one shall tumble in, and the 
other shall dry up, but your souls and mine shall 
live forever. Oh blessed immortality, in which we 
Swift says “Y \ l genius appears youmaj know him -n this sign, that 
generally the dunces are in a confederacy against him.” “If you have the 
power of genius,” says Jean Jacques Rousseau, “you will know genius; if you ; 
have it not, you will never know it. Does a grand piece of music cause the tears 
to flow ? Does it cause your nerves to vibrate ? If so, you have a spark of 
genius ; but,” adds the philosopher, “if you remain cold, do not even inquire 
about the workings of genius. ” Be carefbl, however, that you are not deceived 
by the false article. There were false prophets, and there are false geniuses. 
Such men, of course, must assume and imitate the eccentricities of genius in 
order to appear like it; for the power of thought and the flight of imagination 
of men of genius no one can assume or imitate. The donkey may put on the 
lion’s skin, yet when he opens his mouth we all will know him to be a donkey. 
A great Grecian philosopher, who was remarkable for the negligence of his dress, 
met a young seeker of fame with a robe frill of holes. The philosopher stepped 
up to him and reprovingly said : “ Friend, out of the holes of your cloak looks 
your vanity.” Be not deceived by the holes in men’s clothes; do not judge by 
outward signs; As iron is drawn toward the magnet, so will you feel the power 
of Genius when you come in contact with it, be it through his works or through 
personal intercourse. Says Bulwer: “ Fine natures are like fine poems; a glance 
at the first two lines suffices for a guess into the beauty that waits for you, if you 
read on.” 
An old legend says, that while the gods were distributing the possessions of 
this earth, giving to the king the throne, to the merchant the seas, to the soldier 
the weapons, to the priests the temple, to the hunter the woods, to the farmer 
the soil, etc., Genius was out wandering, dreaming, and feasting his eyes on the 
beauties of nature. When at last he came in, everything had been given away, 
and there was nothing left for him. But the gods took pity on him, and in order 
to compensate him for his losses, they bade him welcome upon Parnassus Hill , 
whenever he desired to come, and gave him the freedom to go in and out among 
the gods. 
The light of genius is given to but few, so that it may shine all the brighter on 
the road of human progress. According to physicians, talent is often inherited, 
but genius is rarely ever transmitted to posterity. It is a gift, not an Inheritance. 
Men may be their fathers’ sons, or their sons’ fathers, but seldom are father and 
son alike famous. If genius is a gift, hasroot the giver the right to bestow it 
upon whomsoever he chooses? And thus we find that the poor lad Bums has 
the gift bestowed upon him, by the side of the sons of kings and lords. Genius 
is, by birth, the true nobleman of the human family. Neither cross nor stare cari 
Increase his dignity. Putting a ribbon or an order on his breast is as ridiculous 
as it would be to daub colors on the free of a statue, or to hang a cloak on a finely 
cut piece of marble. Being thus highy favored, his powers for good or evil are 
so much the'greater, and so likewise is his responsibility. 
Though we may not he geniuses we are nevertheless the fellow-beings of these 
great men, and this thought should inspire us. Let us study their lives and 
their works, for by communing with them, we become more and more like unto 
them. Who can sum up all the good that has been done throughout the world 
and throughout all ages, by the works of men of genius, by art and literature ? 
shall be near the great geniuses that ever lived on 
earth, when we shall comprehend the mysterious 
connection between mind and matter, when we 
shall forever be near the source of love and light, 
and all that is good and beautiful, when we shall; 
be near the great Genius, above, whose works here^ 
seem so grand and beautiful. Are there any who 
seek an additional evidence of the existence of a 
God? Let Genius, let the mind of man be this 
evidence, for God did not manifest himself half so 
well in the greatest mountains or the mightiest 
seas of the globe, as he manifested himself in the 
creation of the genius of man. [thk khd.1 
PUBLISHER’S NOTES. 
TO SUBSCRIBERS. 
Tbere~are, a few business matters which the publisher 
of The Etude wishes to have clearly understood by the 
subscriber;— . 
1st. It is expected that the subscription to the paper 
be paid in advance. 
2d. A notice is sent to each subscriber, when the paid- 
up subscription ends, to the effect that the next year’s 
subscription is due, but that an explicit notice must be 
sent to the publisher if the paper is to be stopped, other¬ 
wise it will be sent right along for-a stated time and col¬ 
lections lade, like any ordinary bill. 
8d. This course is sustained by the courts, and all 
arrearages to Tee Etude go through the regular pro¬ 
cesses of collection adopted by all commercial houses. 
The annoyance both to the subscriber and the collector 
of arrearages creates ill feeling at times. We most 
earnestly urge every one. to renew in advance, or as soon 
after as poaaifcle, or advise the publisher at once to stop 
the'journal, . 
4th. With this issue every subscriber whose subscrip¬ 
tion is back more than one month will receive a blank, 
which will show exactly how the subscription stands. 
Send this blank to ns with $1.50, and the whole matter 
is settled for another year. .1. 
There has been such a demand for Mr. A. W. Borat e 
sparkling operetta, “ Mrs. Speaker,” that the supply 
temporarily ran ont. We have now copies from Novello 
Sc Co. One of the attractions of the work is that it lies 
within the compass of ’amateurs, and can -be "given j 
without any stage-setting. 1 
Our stock of desirable music irlarger than ever. Mr. 
Presser, while in Europe, ^personally selected large 
quantities especially to meet the wants of hie customers. 
Send in your orders early, before the stock is reduced, j 
One of the annoying difficulties in a teacher’s work is 
selecting music. It is anything but easy to find exactly 
the right' pieces for the needs of the individual pupil. 
The programmes that we publish are a help that our 
readers appreciate, and so is the descriptive catalogue 
sent out upon application from this office; but the best 
help of all is the new music in each number of The 
Etude. We hope our teachers look this over carefully 
to see if it is adapted to the needs of their work. 
^ ~ . - A ’ 
The egotist is seldom capable of giving efficient in¬ 
struction: that lies in the nature of the case.: Even a 
child will soon perceive whether the teacher has a sole 
eye to its interest, or has other and personal aims in view.. 
The former bears good fruits, the latter very doubtful 
ones. I will say nothing about the standpoint of those 
egotistical teachers whose first aim is to bring themselves 
into prominence and who, at the same time, are perhaps : 
travelling public performers and composers. _ They are, : 
it may be, chiefly occupied with double and triple fugues... 
(the more inverted, the more learned), and they consider 
this knowledge the only correct musical foundation. . . . 
While pursuing their fruitless piano> lessons, which are 
quite foreign to their customary train of thought, they 
regard their occupation only as a means to obtain the 
money of sanguine parents. You may toy such agree- ; 




Recital by pupils of S. N. Thatcher. 
Harvest, Lange; Jessamine, Lichner; Mignonette, 
Lichner; Gamp of the Gypsies, Behr; Ah Alexis, 
Beyer; Little Wanderer, Lange; Martha, Beyer; Ger¬ 
mania Waltzes, 8 Hands, Fowler; Danse Ecossias, 
Baker; Tendresse, Pacher; Semiramide, 4 Hands, 
Rossini; Maienliebe, O'esten; 6th Nocturne, Leybach; 
Home Sweet Home, 2 PianOB. Kinkel; Ye Merry Birds, 
Kuhe; Oberon, 8 Hands, Schmidt; Grand Valse Bril¬ 
liant, Chopin; Lucretia Borgia, Beyer; Moonlight 
Sonata, Beethoven. 
Recital given by the pupils of the College of Music, 
Kansas City, Mo., W. V. Jones, Director. 
Sonatine, F major, allegro assai, Hondo, Beethoven; 
Nocturn, Op. 9, No. 2. E flat major, Chopin; Fugue, 
C minor, No. 2, J. Sebastian Bach; Polacca, Brilliante, 
Op. 72, E major, Weber; Weber’s Rondo, perpetual 
movement, arranged for left hand, Brahms; March a la 
Turque (Beethoven). Rubinstein; Sonata (Moonlight), 
C- Minor, Op. 27, No. 2, Beethoven; Wedding March, 
Op. 19, Gi e| • I igoh to, ! I-"-". Sonata v ilin and 
■piano, Op..24j 'No.V6, 'Beethoven.'::- ;■' ;<G \ • 
" uM tai blleg Graduating Medial. 
Medley, arranged by ^F. D. Baars; Rhapsodie Hon- i 
groise, No. 6, Liszt; Tannhauser (Potpourri), Wagner- 
Paul: Sonata. Op. 27. No. 2 (Moonlight). Beethoven; 
Polonaise (Aflat), Chopin; Protestations^Norris; Valse, 
Op. 42, Chopin; Overture (Midsummer Night’s Dream), 
Mendelssohn; Barber de Seville (Potpourri), Rossini- 
Smith; Sonata, Op. 13 (Pathetique), Beethoven; Con¬ 
certo (B flat). Rondo, 2 Pianos, Beethoven; Martha 
(Potpourri), Flotow. 
Bloomington Conservatory of Music, Mr. 0. R. Skinner, 
Director, 
Mendelssohn, Wedding March ; Meyer-Helmund, Mar- 
*areta; Weber, Polacca Brilliante; (a) Lang, Violin, 
’lower Song; (b) Weiss, Carnival de, Venice; Smith, 
O. that we two were Maying; Chopin, Ballade in G 
minor; DeBeriot, Seventh Air with Variations; Watson, 
Thy Sentinel am I; (a) Mendelssohn, Violin, Frueh- 
lingalied'; (b) Weiss, Fantaisie No. 4, Op. 43; Weber, 
-Coneertstueck, Op. 79, 
Recitals by Pupils of W. V. Abdl, Stonewall Jackson 
Institute, Abingdon, Fa. 
Six Variations, Beethoven ;' Gavotte, F sharp minor, 
John Orth; Air and Variations (Harmonious Black¬ 
smith), Haendel; Songs Nos. 16 and 27 (Funeral March), 
Mendelssohn; Valse No. 2, Godard; Invitation to the 
Dance, Weber; Serenade, Moszkowski; Cachoucha, 
Raff. " 
Schumann: Faschingsschwank aus Wien, Op. 26 (Al¬ 
legro, Romanze and Scherzino), Traumerei und Ro- 
manze, Abegg. 
Chopin: Nocturne, Op. No. 2, Fantaisie-Impromptu, 
Op. 65, Ballade7 Qp. 47. 
Liszt; Soirees.de Vienne, No. 6, Consolation, No. 2, 
Wedding March and Dance of the Elfs. 
V _ Menuetto, Schubert; Fantaisie, Ravina; Bolero, Ra- 
vina ; Menuett, Paderewski; Calvary. Rodney; Hexen- 
tanz, McDowell; Die Lorelei, Perry; Valse Caprice, 
Wienawski. 
Music Department Kansas Wesleyan University, 
Salina, Kan. 
Polonaise Brilliant (four hands), Low; Nabucodono- 
sor, Verdi-Beyer; The Clang of the Wooden Shoon, 
-«Moiloy; Eolian Whispers, Aubhester;. Fantasia Bril¬ 
liante, DeFaust, Al&rd-; Study, Op. 46, No. 28, Heller; 
Angels Serenade,. Braga; Sonata Pathetique, Op. 13, 
Beethoven; Air Vaire, Rode. , 
Drew -Ladies' Seminary, Musical Department, 
Lyman F. Brown, Director. 
—PrelndKand-J’ugue in C minor, well tempered clavi¬ 
chord, No-2,; Sonata Appassionata, Op; 67. I. 
Allegro assai-V II. Andante con moto. III. Allegro 
ma non troppo, Beethoven; Inpromptu in Aflat, Op. 
29, Chopin; Romance, Op. 28, No. 2, Schumann; 
(a) Anitra’s Dance; (6) In the halls of the mountain 
king, Op. 46, Nos. 3 and 4, Grieg; Berceuse, Op. 67, 
Chopin. V 
Macon Conservatory of Music. 
Overture, Tannhauser, Wagner.; O Mio Fernando 
(Favorita), Donizetti; Reconciliation, Lncantoni; Polo 
naise Militaire, Chopin; Staccato Polka, Mulder; 
Beauty’s Eyes (violin obligato), Tosti; Concert Etude, 
“ If I Were a Bird I’d Fly to Thee,” Henselt; Nor¬ 
wegian Wedding Marche, Greig; Three Wishes, Pinsuti; 
La Sera (Evening), Lucantoni; The River and the Rose, 
Roeckel. 
THE ET LTD E. 
- Knox Conservatory qfMmis, _ Graduating Recital. 
inza fr nor, Moza ) Gon- 
dellied, Richter; (6) Rondo Gapriccio, Leybach; (c) 
Mazourka Caprice, Perry; Serenade, for string quartet, 
Haydn; Sonata No. 6, Piano and violin, first move¬ 
ment* Beethoven; Rondo, for two pianos, Duvernoy. 
Baylor College, Musical Department, Geo, H. Rowe, 
• Director. 
Vais* Im; imp (t hand > aff H rl I gue in 
E Maj , B ch; Slumber Song, Op 124, Schumann 
.Polonaise in Eb Major, Op. 22, Chopin; Rhapsodic 
Hongroise, No, 9, Liszt; Senate (Moonlight), Fantasia, 
Beethoven; Fastasia et Sonata in. C Minor, Mozart'; 
Einzug der GaBte (two pianos), Wagner. , 
Pupils' Recital, Miss L. R. Church, Parkersburg, West 
Virginia. " ' ■ • 
Valse, L. Streabbog; Canon, K.M. Ennz; Study 
No. 11 Child’s-Piano School, H Wohlfahi Study, R. 
Wohlft* I ■ --.-I.- Oi > 11, C. 
Gurlitt; First Violet, F. Behr; In Spring, J. Low; 
Canon. K. M. Eunz; Study, Child’s Piano School, H. 
Wohlfahrt; A Merry German Tune, Carl Engel; “In 
Spring all Birds are Nice,” H. Wohlfahrt; Materials 
fur Elementary 1 structioi F. Kullak Canon I M. 
Eunz; Study No. 16, First Exercises, L. Kohler; 
< J raon, K M. Eunz; Galop Album for Beginners i 
Baumfelder; Duet, Foundation Studies, S. A. Emery; 
Canon, K, M. Eunz; Galop, Album for Beginners, F. 
Baumfelder; Sonatina in F. Opus 150. No. 1, H. 
Maylath; Canon, E. M. Eunz; Study, The Alphabet 
“F,” LeConppey; Barcarolle, F. Behr.; Shepherd's 
Song, F. Behr ; Canon, No. 200, K. M. Eunz ; Study 
Opus 46, No. 1, Stephen Heller ; Study Opus 47. No. 3, 
Stephen Heller; Soldier’s March, Studies No. 16, 
Butterfly Waltz, Study No. 21, The Brook and the Boat, 
Study No. 24, (three notes to two) ; H. Wohlfahrt; 
School Feast, R. Wohlfahrt; Shepherd’s Song, F. Behr; 
La Scintilla, L. M. Gottschalk; Study, The Alphabet 
“ G,” LeConppey; Study, School of Embellishments, 
Second Vol.j Lebert and Stark; Little Swiss Scene, F. 
Bnrgmueller ; Study No. 4, F. Wieck; New Note Book, 
Op. 107, Nos. 1, 10, Carl Reinecke; Study F. Minor, J. 
B. Cramer; Sonatina, Op. 150, No. 3, H. Maylath; 
Sonatina,. Op. 36, No. 1, Muzio Clementi ; Rondo La 
Matinee, L. L. Dussek; Duets, Foundation Studies, S. 
A. Emery; Rondo, H. Lichner; Sonatina in F. No. 2, 
L. von Beethoven ; Sonatina, Op. 150, No. 3, H. May- 
lath ; “Gratefnl Tasks,” Op. 102, C. Gurlitt; Sonatina 
OpuB 127, No. 3, Carl Reinecke; Sonatina Opus 66, 
No. 3, H. Lichner; Rondo in D, Wolfgang A. Mozart; 
Galop, L. Streabbog ; Variations. Beethoven; Chil¬ 
dren’s Symphony, H. SchuTz-Beuten; (a) Allegro, (6) 
March, (c) Allegro Scherzando. , 
A LESSON ON ‘-LA SOINTILLATA,” 
(Grand Yalse Brilliante) 
COMPOSED BY LOUIS A. GAERTNEB. 
It will be observed that the following lesson and analy¬ 
sis deals with permanent principles rather than just how 
this particular piece is to be played. Therefore, what is 
given here can be applied to all other music. This is 
the true way of teaching. This piece, “ La Scintillata,” 
is a good one for concerts and public use, as well as a 
brilliant piece for the parlor. 
The -introduction, of 15 measures, Is to be played with 
the indicated expression; bring out a climax at the end 
of each ascending run. In the chords in measures 3, -4, 
7, 8 and 9, the alto and tenor are to'Tie brought out 
clearly, while the upper and lojyer'TS flat are to be sub¬ 
dued. The chords in the!4tn and 15th measnres are to 
be struck with a closing hand touch; the fingers are 
loosely shut up-iilfo a fistrstriking the keys as they close 
in towarjLtbe palm, with some help from the wrist and 
ar|n<Kowever. The high F of the run, in measure 17, 
needs to be well accented, and so does the E flat at the 
end of the ran, because the listener must know where 
a run begins and ends, or else. it will be nothing but a 
meaningless noise. j 
• The Syncopation of measure 21 must be especially ac¬ 
cented, for Syncopations are a rhythmical dissonance, 
and like a harmonic dissommceMthey must receive a 
marked accent. / 
The chords of this Period need to be played with & 
loose wrist, and the. climax chords may have the h§lp 
of the arm, bat surely keep both arm and wrist loose and 
non-resisting. These climax chords are in measures 19, 
21, 26 and 31. 
When the .trend, of. a passage is upward, as from 
measures 27 ta 81* it must be Crescendoed. 
In measure 81 and 82 the L. H. chords niosi ha well 
emphasized. 
In measure 89 the bass is to Crescendo to the A flat1 
of the next measure, and also, retard a very little on the 
two or three last notes. 
, At measure 40 a new melody begins. 
Measures 50 anct 58 have notes of a longer duration, 
and for this reason they are to be brought out with the 
more power. 
Another rule is illustrated at measures 55 and 67 
-which is; reiterations are to be Crescendoed, unless 
otherwise directed. This applies to Motives or Figures 
as well as to a repetition of the same tones. 
From measures 82 to 89, the player is to listen to the 
effect of the L. H. 
The trill at measure 90 needs to be .graded evenly, 
especially the Diminuendo part of it, for this is where 
pupils usually fail in trilling. 
Measures 92 to 123 need careful analysis in order to 
play them with the correct effect. 
The tenor of measures 92-93 gives rout a motive or 
asks a question that is answered by measures 93-94 and 
so on throughout this part of the piece. And here is an 
application of the rule about reiterations. But in this 
particular instance the L. H. has the principal melody. 
Measures 116 to 121 illustrate another principle in ex¬ 
pression; which is, chromatic harmonies mast be es¬ 
pecially emphasized. 
Measures 124 and 126 are alike in form and therefore 
to he Crescendoed, and the same in measnres 128 and 
129. This is another instance of reiteration. 
Measure 138 is a cadenza, and of coarse not to be played 
in strict time. Here the general principle of Cres¬ 
cendo on an ascending ran and Diminuendo bn one that 
descends, is to be observed. The touch employed here 
needs to be clean, clear and brilliant, yet not hard or 
stiff. 
From measures 139 to 171, we have the same R. H. 
melody as from measures 92 to 123 already described, 
but here the L. H. motive is dropped out. An impor¬ 
tant principle in phrasing is illustrated in thiB part of 
the piece, which is, each two measures makes a section , 
and two sections a phrase. There are exceptions to this 
rale. Sometimes a single measure, and at other times 
there are three or more measures to a section. To do 
this with expression the player must have the effect of 
the section, each two measures, in his mind in advance 
of its performance. He must “tell with his fingers,” 
what he feels in his heart. 
From measures 172 to 203 there is an inner melody, 
and it is developed oat of the L. H. motive shown at 
measure 92. ‘ This gives a sense of unity to the piece. 
The R. H. chords are to be softly “felt down,” that is, 
the fingers are to feel down the keys by first lying on 
the keys to be played and gently drawn toward the palm. 
This gives a clear, yet very soft tone. The melody is to 
be struck with force from the loose wriBt, with the thumb 
or finger that comes in contact with the key to >e espe¬ 
cially loose and non resisting) this will give a beautiful 
vocal-like tone, round, fall aed sonorous, of great carry¬ 
ing power and of the most perfect purity. 
At measures 204 to 235, we have again the melody that 
we had at measure 92, bat this time it has a Figurated 
L. H. accompaniment which is to be clearly ieard, yet 
it must not be too distinct. ■_ 
From measure 235 to the end the piece is made up of 
material already used and explained. Apply the follow¬ 
ing to every piece you. learn, The Introduction and 
first page of a piece, and1 the last page must be particu-. 
larly well learned, because, if you know that you know 
the Introduction and first part thoroughly well, you can 
play with confidence, and bid defiance to stage-fright, 
and by the time you have played a few measures, nerve- 
ousness has all passed away. If. yon can play the last 
page perfectly and brilliantly, you are sure to leave a 
good impression on your audience. N. B.—Learn the 
remainder of the piece as welt as the first and last pages. 
















BY MRS. JOHN CtJRWIN. 
We are agn d, * upj se that a to i certain age all 
children—boy and giriB alike—should learn music; and 
also that this musical training should begin at a very 
early age with singing, the study of: an instalment being 
added later. The first;■ instrument which a child studies 
is generally the pig aoforte; and, u it 8'’ <i cid idly the 
most useful as a medium ofigeneral musical' education, 
let us give it our chief attention, and Bee what provision 
is nad< for th ffectaal teaching ■< so imraon ( s bject 
In th( highei grades to have made gi a . rides. L th< 
musics 100U f Lond n (and tuts le * >’ theiji too) we 
i* y« most excell * i i >fes ors: an 1 ou • se i r studei a 
r i1 i thi ik eoi pi re favors ly wi h ?L se of ly city in 
the world; while in small provincial towns we can gen¬ 
erally find one master who can give a thoroughly'good 
lesson to an advanced pupil. — 
■ But this imposing edifice is built upon a sorry founda¬ 
tion ; for the elementary teaching throughout the country 
is exceedingly poor, and the testimony of professors of 
the higher grades is that when they get a new pupil the 
first term is commonly spent in trying to cure bad habits, 
and to undo much of what the pupil has been d&iig. 
Why have we these extremes of good and bad teaching 
in the same subject? If the elementary teaching of all 
other subjects is steadily improving, why is the elemen- 
tary teaching of the piano to-day very much what it was 
thirty years ago ? IF the first lessons in geography and 
arithmetic are now made so delightful, why are the first 
pianoforte lessons still talked about as “ drudgery? V 
Partly because parents still believe that any one who 
can play a tune can teach a beginner, so that there has, 
not been a demand for better teaching. Even heads of 
schools are apt to forget that it is in the very first stages 
of a subject that the skilled teacher is required. 
’* But it is chiefly, I think, because what the French and 
Germans call “ Pedagogy ” is entirely omitted from the 
curriculum of our colleges of music, and it is from these 
that we draw our young teachers. A large proportion of 
the students’who enter these music schools do so with the 
full intention of becoming teachers, but they leave them 
like dark lanterns, fall of light, but unable to impart it. 
Anxious, eagerly anxious, as they may be to do their 
work well, they must tread the old path of experiment 
and rule-of-thumb; till, after years of experience and 
many mistakes, they acquire skill, raise their fees, and 
—leave off teaching beginners. Look for a moment at 
the training undergone by teachers of general subjects— 
their study of educational principles, their practice in the 
“art of teaching’■and you will see how deplorably 
behind we have been in the preparation of teachers of 
instrumental music. There lias been no educational 
literature on the subject, and the “art of teaching” is 
supposed to come of itself. It may be true that the 
teacher, like the poet, is born; but he can also be 
developed out of average material, and surely he ought 
to be developed out of the very excellent material which 
we have in the students of oar Royal Academy and other 
music schools. 
But how can teachers be trained except they have a 
trainee? and how can he train except he have a method? 
. And so we come back to the point from which as good 
educationists we should start, and set ourselves to inquire 
what a method should be. 
“ Method,” writes Charlotte Mason, “ implies two 
things—a way to an end, and stepwise progress in that 
way. Further, the following of a method implies an 
idea, a ’mental picture, of the end or object to be arrived 
at.” 
Now what is the end which we have in view when we 
begin a child’s musical training? Is it—ought it to be— 
primarily to make him-a fine performer?' Surely not; 
for, if it were, we should not teach every child, but only 
those in whom the musical gift declared itself unmis¬ 
takably. v 
Take a kindred subject—drawing., We do not expect 
that all those who learn it will become eminent artists, or 
even first-rate amateurs, though both may be possible. 
We train the hand to draw mainly for the purpose of 
train! ogthe eye to see; to observe beauty of form, color, 
light and ^Shadei; to know why certain forms are good, 
and others the reverse. We aim, in fact, at creating an 
intelligent public, for whom the artist—the gifted one— 
can work. So in music. A few only may become fine 
performers; all, or nearly all, . can learn to -be—good 
listeners. While we train the fingers to perform, let us 
train the ear to hear; to observe beauty of musical form, 
color, light and shade; and then even those who from 
one canse or another abandon the practice of an instru¬ 
ment will never lose their interest in music as an art, 
and when they go to a concert they will be able to form 
a more or less intelligent opinion of the merits of a com¬ 
position, without waiting for the verdict of the daily 
papers. 
Having defined oar aim, let ns consider the method by 
which to approach it, and in what respects existing 
modes fail to attain to it. 
It is evident Mat, to secure this intelligent appreciation 
of musi< •>*.: must cultivate ji side! of the subject _ t 
has been truly said that i musician n ust ‘ he&i with the 
jb nd me with t tie e ’ Ihe child who is f racti in 
light-singing i 1< , ning to ! ar with his ey ■ 4 r whs he 
sees on the printed page must be heard with his mental 
e r befor he can sing it and re no <> so ultivate his « 
* hat th sounds * > ich he e< Ives shi o tah o-* 
form of notation before Ms mental vision Th musical 
profession is ust begin ing to wake up to tl - ne easily 
,i ar mining an ! an eai te of t simple kind is i idea 
to son 9 of tbc pi ictical examinations Su h ea teste 
- e necessarily ird «~«'i tentative at present, for 
the s>*u“i€',i j rofeesion (outside oui 1 mic Sol-fa 
•* a hag nc gc' any ay ei of ear 'mini g, Is at 
least a move in the right direction. Ear-training, to be 
effectual, must begin with the child’s first music lessons, 
and gro w with his .growth 
Another necessity to the intelligent appreciation of 
music is familiarity with musical form, a subject totally 
neglected in elementary teaching. Yet a little child 
can he taught from the very beginning to observe imita¬ 
tions of rhythm and melodic sequence, and ita will take 
a far greater interest in a little piece when he knows 
something about its construction, just as he delights in 
picking a fiower to pieces and learning about its parts. 
The elements of musical form are far more valuable to 
the amateur than the elements of harmony, and easier to 
acquire; therefore, form should come first. When the 
pupil enters on more serious study, form gives life to the 
dry bones of harmony, and it is a mistake to postpone it 
until the studentrbegins to study composition. 
Few books have been jvritten for the pianoforte 
teacher, as teacher, and one of the most useful that I 
know of is Mr. Prentice’s book, “ The Musician,” which 
treats this subject in a manner at'once'simple and inter¬ 
esting. 
The most common faults and difficulties of young 
pupils ate due to the lack of educational facnlty in their 
first teachers. A little consideration of a few broad 
educational principles proves this. 
1. For instance, we know that each lesion should arise 
out of the last, and lead up to the one which follows ; but 
is there any subject under the sun taught in more hap¬ 
hazard fashion than music? Mere arrangement is not 
method, and in the ordinary pianoforte tutor the material 
is only arranged, and that solely with regard to difficulty 
of performance, without any consideration of the intel¬ 
lectual. grading necessary to the clear understanding of 
musical facts. 
2. We should teach the elemented before the compound, 
when treating a complex subject like music, which has 
its physical as well as its intellectual side. The reading 
at sight of the simplest tone is a complicated matter for a 
little child. He has to think of the name of the note, to 
find its place on the keyboard, to consider what amonnt 
of time it is to occupy, and to make up his mind which 
finger to use. When all theBe difficulties confront him 
simnltaneously, is it any wonder that the poor child is 
discouraged ? But if he be systematically drilled by 
graded exercises in the separate topics of time, name and 
interval, he will quickly learn to combine them. A good 
method, therefore, must provide separate exercises for 
each element of the thing taught. 
3. We should teach the thing before the sign. Let the 
child realize pulse, accent ant measure before showing 
him the Bigns by which these facts are represented. 
Time, or rather the notation of time, is to many players, 
old and young, a great difficulty, and I am more and 
more convinced that the difficulty is mainly owing to the 
practice of teaching time arithmetically and not rhyth¬ 
mically. There may be no difficulty in teaching a child 
of average intelligence, who knows something of arith¬ 
metic, that one semibreve is equal to two minims or four 
crotchets, and so on up to thirty-two demisemiquavers; 
bat the same child, when confronted with a mixture of 
these notes in a simple melody, \yill fail to grasp the 
time, though he may be able to tell the value of every 
note and dot. This is a common experience of all 
teachers- And -yet-such children will march in time, 
and the little feet will dance in time to any sprightly tone, 
showing that they possess what is called “an ear” for 
time. How is this? Simply because time in music is 
rhythm and not arithmetic, and the nsnal approach to 
the subject is all wrong. We begin by showing the child 
the notes, the sign, before the thing is apprehended ; we 
attach to them names which to the child are meaningless 
(and therefore, educationally, a stumbling-block), and 
we make no appeal to the faculty which is there, waiting 
to be developed—the child’s innate sense of rhythm. 
Now, the French time-names (familiar to teachers of 
the Tonic Sol-fa method) are an invaluable aid in instru¬ 
mental as well as vocal music, for they appeal to that 
innate sense of rhythtn, and establish the necessary con¬ 
nection between tl time-sian and its sound, a connection 
which cannot betestablishe by mere arithmetic. 
4. We should teach the concrete before the abstract. 
This maxim, so very true in itself, has nevertheless been 
a snare to some music-teachers; and mechanical contri¬ 
vances have been introduced for teaching staff, time, and 
everything else. Now, *? music in the concrete ” is sound, 
and cannot be anything but sound, whether we refer to 
pit h c r dura ion '• h< i ' re cut a an i woe > «i mini ns 
and crotchets do not teach music at all, nordo they teach 
any. fact in connection with music which cannot be ex¬ 
plained quite as clearly with blackboard and chalk. 
5. We should teach one fact at a time, and the most 
necessary fact first. It is a grand thing to know what to 
leave out. Key aignatures can be dispensed with fora 
considerable time. If they~are introduced before the 
pupil understands the formation of the major scale, he 
finds them puzzling and hard to remember, not knowing 
why; one “key” should have four sharps and another 
four fiats, etc., etc. Time signatures are even less 
necessary in the early stages, rfe can do better work 
without them; for, of all the facts which we have to teach 
in relation to time, the signatures come last in educa¬ 
tional order. 
Having said so much' about method, I beg to assure 
everybody (and Dr. G. Stanley Hall in particular) that I 
do not consider method a substitute for knowledge.' I 
suppose none of ns who have the “ characteristics of a 
sound intellect” would suggest anything of the sort. 
Four things, at least, are necessary to make a teacher. 
Knowledge of his subject first and foremost. Secondly, 
knowledge of educational principles. Thirdly, skill in 
applying those principles. Fourthly, enthusiasm. 
It is not. knowledge which is lacking.-nor are they 
lacMsg in enthusiasm ; for, as far as my experience goes, 
young music teachers are full of zeal and of the honest 
desire to do their work in the best manner possible. But 
I hold that institutions which undertake to supply the 
teaching power of the country in a special subject are 
bound to give their students not only a sound knowledge 
of educational principles, but a course of training in 
practical teaching (beginning at the very beginning), 
under the supervision of skilled teachers, and on some 
logical system, so that they shall not be obliged to learn 
their business—as we of an older generation had to do— 
by experimenting upon their pupils. Ladies and gentle¬ 
men, the time is coming when headmasters and mis¬ 
tresses will no more accept an untrained music teacher 
than an untrained teacher of any other subject. But the 
supply will only be in answer to a demand, and it is for 
you, the headmasters and mistresses of English schools, 
to create the demand, and to reject certificates which, 
while giving authority to teach, are no guarantee what¬ 
ever of teaching power.—-From Journal of Education, 
London. 
WHAT PUPILS OUGHT HOT TO DO. 
Tee following editorial by Dr. Karl Merz was written 
and forwarded to the World a few days before his death, 
and contains much valuable advice and useful sugges¬ 
tions for teacher and pnpil. 
1. To be lazy and then blame the teacher for not learn¬ 
ing anything. 
2. To be impatient under correction. 
3. To be irregular in attendance at his lessons. 
4. To waste his time in playing other music than that 
assigned for the lesson. 
5. -To treat teachers disrespectfully. 
6. To dictate to the teacher as to what music he is to 
use. 
7. To soil his music. 
8. To expect good instruction for unreasonably low 
prices. 
9. To deduct payment for lessons which were missed 
by his own neglect. 
10. To be conceited, or jealous of other pupils. 
11. To ask a teacher to use an old and worthless in¬ 
struction book. 
12. To expect progress without putting forth all his 
energies. _ 
13. To study music for mere display. 
14. To refuse to listen to good advice. 
15. To practice when weary in body or mind. 
16. To attempt to play in public before he has learned 
something that is worth hearing.; 
17. To Bay, I can’t, when meeting with difficulties. 
18. To get angry at the piano, and bang at the key¬ 
board when mistakes are made* 
19. To take liberties with compositions and to change 
them to suit his own taste. 
20. To expect as much progress, if but little gifted, as 
is made by those who have great gifts. 
21. To be ungrateful to teachers. - 
22. To neglect studying harmony and musical history, 
23. To neglect reading musical journals and musical 
books. « 
24. To be satisfied with his attainments. 
25. To be contented with half-way work. 
26. To be careleBS and acquire bad habits. 
27. To be unmindful of correct fingering and a correct 
position of hands. 
28. To play or sing without sentiment. 
291.- To be hasty in his work and play new lessons fast. 
30. To expect success without having regular practice 
hours. 
81. To attempt to play without counting.—From 
JBrainard ’a. Musical World. - 
A Supplement to Every Instruction 
Book. : ' ■ / 
‘ _ . THE STUDY ’ ■ 
OF THE PIANO, 
PIANO PRIMER 
Sotes and Remarks by such Musicians as Dr. 
Wm. Mason, Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, 
Mr, Lllterl B Wmvmmmmf 'mim, _ 
It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most 
of the great. American Pianists and teachers. Letters ot 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most ot 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents. Address 
THSOBOBi: PBESSEB, 
- 1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
SCHOOLS, TEACHERS and STUDENTS, 
ByWN /AIT, 
Author of “ Harmonic Notation ” (Theo. Pressed, 
Phila.), “System of Tangible Music for Use of the 
Blind? “Measure, Rhythm, and Form? 
Translated bv M. A. Blerstadt, 
THIS work is designed to accompany the instruction 
book with evenr beginner, and will serve as a supple¬ 
ment to any method. 
The information is imparted in the form of questions 
and answers, which will make the work useful as a primer, 
but it is vastl v more direct and comprehensive than any 
primer published. 
The following are a few of the subjects, out of the 175 
pages, which we give at random: 
_ General Advice on the Method of Practice. 
Necessity of Counting. 
Some Special Difficulties. 
Musical Memory. 
On Beading Music. 
The Pedal. 
Overcoming of Bad Habits. 
The book will be bound in cloth, and will be' a pleasing 
contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are 
placed in the hands of a beginner. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut 8t.» Philadelphia, Pa. 
The Normal Course is based upon the fundamental 
idea that, for the purpose of the development, discipline 
and infortnation of the-mind, and for teaching the learner 
how to think and to do, Technical studies in Music are as 
useful as any other branch. 
FEATURES OF THE BOOK. 
_dear, concise statements of facia and principles. 
It deal* only with essentials. 
It arranges the materials in grades, by Divisions, 
Courses and Steps. 
It exhibits a distinct mode and order of development. 
The course is as clearly laid out as in any other branch 
FIFTY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
FOB PIANOFORTE STUDENTS, 
BY ALBERT W. 60RST, 
Price 5 Cents. 50 Cents Per Dozen. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, Philad’a, Pa. 
Piano Protector 
This Invention provides a Protection for 
the Piano, also, an 
EJCYEHSlOlf FOOT-REST, 
Connected with the Pedals—Especially de¬ 
signed to enable Persons of Small Stature 
to Rest their Feet, and also to Work the 
Pedals of the Piano. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 ChestDut St,, Phila., Pa 
A PIANOFORTE INS! 
BY JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
Op. 15. 
This Instructor includes For its theoretical’ portion: 
Notation; Rhythm; Chromatic Signs; Accent; Marks 
CRAR0S and UPRIGHTS 
CHASE- BROS. PIANO CO No. 1. Foot-rest, 
No. 2. “ - — 
No. 3. Foot rest and Pedals 
No. 4. “ 
No. 5. “ “ 
-(nickel- plated), -2.50 
- - - 4.00 
(nickel plated), 6.00 
(polished brass), 8.00 
of Touch, Power and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbrevia¬ 
tion; Marks of Power and Tempo, and Theory of Tech¬ 
nique. A full page is devoted to Diagran r 1 osition 
at the Pianoforte. 
The Practical part contains a thorough set of Technical 
Exercises, progressively arranged; scales, major and 
two minor, in all keys, supplemented by attractive Les¬ 
sons and Illustrative Compositions. — 
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil, illustrating certain exercises in an-entertain- 
ine manner. 
The last four pages are devoted to the Major Scales in 
all keys, with Grand Arpeggios; the Harmonic, Melodic 
and Mixed Minor Scalesin all keys,and an’original Grand 
Arpeggio and Octave Exercise, which is both interesting 
and instructive. 
The Instructor has been endorsed by the . following 
Artists and Teachers: Wm. H. Sherwood, S. A. Emery, 
Fannie Bloomfield, Neally Stevens, Constantin. SWsrn- 
berg, J. S. Van Cleve, J. C. Fillmore, Arthur Foote, 
Louis Mass, Alex. Lambert, Calixa Lavellee, W. S. B. 
Mathews, Carlisle Petersilia, Joshua Phippen, Jr, G. 
H. Howard, W. H. Dana, J. Wolfram, ' afield, 
C. H. Morse, W. G. Smith, Max Leckner, Willard 
Bnrr, H. A. Kelso, Thomas Tapper, Jr., N orman 
McLeod, Flora M. Hunter, Ad. M. Foerster, E. R. 
Kro .*3 - W B it i L P'.-- ■ tm era, Wm Mm 
donald, F. R Webb, H. Wild Mm L Heerwagen : 
This work, which is meeting with great favor and a 
likewise extensive sale, retails for the small sum of 
$1.50, with liberal discount to the profession and trade. 
Factories: Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
Address I System of Piano Technic 
JAMES, HAMILTON HOWE. 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILA, 
Includes a complete set of Scales, Arpeggios, Double 
Thirds, Double Sixths, etc., invarious motions, together 
with fingered exercises for special developments, and 
School of Embellishments. It foliows'mcely the popular 
Pianoforte Instructor, of late issue (by the same Author), 
in connection with appropriately graded studies and in¬ 
structive compositions; This work has been introduced 
in some of our leading schools of mbsic. A newly- 
revised and corrected edition is in process of publication, 
necessitated by the advanced sales of the work. The 
“Technic” in the future will be bound in limp cloth, so 
desirable for carrying the same in music rolls. A new 
and original Arpeggio Exercise will be introduced in the 
next edition. . 
THEO: PRESSER, 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
Educational Department. Edited by Hugh A. Clarke, Xus. 
Doc., University of Pennsylvania, / 
Every issue contains TtS pages of new music, and from 16 to 20 pager, 
of musical literature, interesting and valuable to Music Teachers, 
Pupils, and all lovers of the Art Divine. It is the official organ of the 
Pennsylvania State Music Teacher's Association. 
A Folio of Music Free to Every Subscriber. 
8PEOIAL TERMS AND DI8COUNT8 TO MU8IO TEAOHER8 
Yearly Subscription, $1.00. Sample Copy, 10 cts. 
GOULD & WOOLLEY, Publishers, 
1416 and 1418 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
THE ETUDE 
A HEW BOOK BOB BEGIHHE18, 
THE AET OF PIAHOFORTE PLAYIHG.- 
Bt Hugh A. Clarke, Mus. Doo. Price $1.60, post¬ 
paid. 
This is a new work embodying the results of- thirty 
years’ experience of a practical teacher, who has held 
,v responsibh ■> id a of Profi soi of M o* c in the 
Pennsylvania Dim rsity for the it-, fifteen years. 
The design of the_work is to furnish a thoroughly 
i Hstu school for (k§ ten mbodj ng all the late 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has.been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book ;.no other work has been 
borrowed from-, but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Practical and Pleasing. 
It is of the utmost importance that a proper beginning 
be made. There are two features in this book that make 
it one-of the best works for beginners ever issued, 
namely—. 
It Interests the Pupil, it Cultivates the Taste. 
On these two points every teacher must look 
for success, and it is well to have a text-book at the 
beginning that lays particular stress npon important 
principles. — 
There are nnmeroas duette for teacher and pupil, all 
having a specific object in view. There are a goodly 
number of pleasing pieces of a didactic.nature, and exer¬ 
cises for strict and mechanical fingering, such as scales, 
arpeggios,'five-finger exercises, etc. 
Address publisher, THEO. PRESSES, 
. 1704 (Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
. PALMER’S 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
- if fitisicai Terns. 
2GOO TERMS IDZEjFXICEID. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICU 26 CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
«XUST ISSUED. 
FOUNDATION EXERCISES 
IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING. 
By A. K. VIRGIL. 
To be used on the FBACTICE CLAVIER or PIANO. 
161 ? SPR11CE STREE f 
and 6073 Majn Street* Germantown, 
PHIlAPiXPHIA. : . 
22d SEASON. 
Private and Class Iiessons in all Branches of Music. 
IN8TRUOTOR8: 
Plano.—Rich. Zeckwer, R. Hen nig, Maurits Leefson, 
Leland Howe, Hermann Mohr, Gustav Hille, 
Martinus van Gelder, F.E. Cresson, Misses S. 
Sower, M. Ruthrauff, A. Smith, A. Sutor, L. 
Tiers, B. Davis, L. Williams, Mrs. W. 0. J. Tiers. 
Organ.—David D. Wood, Leland Howe, F. Cresson. 
Violin.—Gustav Hille, Martinus van Gelder, Rich. 
Schmidt. - 
Violoncello.—Rudolph Hennig. 
Vocal.—Pasquale Rondinella, Mrs. Boige- Hunsicker, 
Miss L. Law. 
Theory.—R. Zeckwer, F. E. Cresson. 
Acoustics.—R. Zeckwer. 
Orchestra Instruments.—H. L. Albrecht, Ed. Koch, 
G. Mueller, C.'Plagemann, R. Hoppe. 
FREE ADVANTAGES. 
Harmony, Symphony, Instrumental and Vocal Ensemble, Orchestra 
Classes, Lectures on Acoustics and other Musical Topics. 
Concerts by Teachers and Pupils in our own Hall. 
Piano and Organ Recitals. 
TUITION, $7.50 to @80. 
For illustrated circulars apply to 
RICH. ZECKWER, DIRECTOR. 
k GRADED COURSE OF STUDY 
FOR 
By M. S. MORRIS. 
PRICE ----- lO Cts. 
Containing the best lists of pieces and studies, vol¬ 




1704 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. 
The object of this work is—first, to establish the doctrine that Piano¬ 
forte Technic is or should be an Elementary Study; and, second, 
to supply teachers and pnpils with exercises and facilities by which 
this all-important subject may be taught, and true pianoforte 
technic may be clearly comprehended and practiced by the youngest 
beginner from the first lesson, as heretofore has been impossible. 
The plan of the work, and the exercises given, are new and 
s original. 
- Tii' the two volumes more than thirty picture Illus¬ 
trations are given, by which not only proper positions, 
but ebrreet movements are easily learned. 
Tie leaders’ Hull) rt Stott’Gol 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
BY 
E. M. SEFTON. 
BOOKS I AND II, EACH $L5G. 
EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., Publishers, 
23 Union Square, New York. 




By ALBERT W. BORST. 
NoVello, Ewer ACo., or from the composer, S3® Hamilton 
5ltr**t* Fbitodeiphia. Special terms for quantities.. 
F It X C B 1.0 O. 
SECOND VOLUME. 
Studies in Phrasing 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price 81.60 Net 
This book makes work easy for THI TJ5ACHEH—the young 
especially—and the study of music clear and attractive for THE 
PUPIL. It is a new departure and is a step in advance of any¬ 
thing published as a means of interesting the pupil and aiding 
the teacher. It tells ’When, Where and How much should 
be studied or given in Theory, Teefanfie and The Piece, and 
their various subdivisions. No steps need be taken hesitatingly by 
the young teacher. Hew! what Dr. William Mason, the head of the 
profession, has Ip say of the work:— 
“Mb. E. M. Sefton, 
"Dear Sir:—I hare received the copy of‘Teacher’s Help and 
Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending it. I have examined it 
with interest and regard it as a very sseful work. „ It keeps con¬ 
stantly before the pupil the true and fundamental principles upon 
which effective practice is based. The various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly and rapid development. 
The directions, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance 
seem almost superfluous, but the experiencedjteacher will at once 
recognise their importaBes'and the urgency of their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It is the kind and^quality of practice which tells. One might 
as reasonably expect, byso wing poor and imperfect seed, to harvest 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable 
results in pianoforte playing. 
11 Tours sincerely, 
Address 
“ William Mason.” 
A tori flat erery Student of tie Piano slonli Italy 
CONTENTS* 
Introduction. Principles of Interpretation. 
Method of Study. 
. IliLVSTBATIONSi ] 
1. Mendelssohn.-’First Song without Words. 
2. Bach, Loure in G. j ' 1 ’ ' 
8. Chopin, Nocturne in E flat. 
4. Mendelssohn’s Hunting Song. 
6, Schumann, Warum. 
6. Mend elssohn, Spring Song. 
7. Schumann, Nacntstueckeln F, Op. 23, No. 4 
8. Bach, Invention in E minor, 8 voice, No. 7. 
S Schumann, Grilien. 
10. Rubinstein, Melody In F. 
11. Schumann, Polonaise in D, out of Opus 2. 
12. Mendelssohn (Duetto), No. 18. 
131 Schumajiij, Homewards. 
14. Chopin, Prelude in D flat. 
15. n Sa hand in E minor. 
16. Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM. 
BY 
J. H. HALL AND J. H. RUEBUSH, 
ASSISTED BT 
ATVDINE S. KIEFFEB. 
A fine collection of Church Tunes, Anthems, Choruses, 
and Glees. Just from the press. 
Contains 116 Church Tunes, 8t> Psgts Class 
Soup, 70 Sunday-School Songs, 
IJ3t: Pages Anthems. 
Just the Book Teachers have wished for. 192 pp. 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA^ PA. 
75 Cents per Copy; $7.50 per Dozen by Mail. 
The great question before vocal music teachers is: How can we im¬ 
prove the masses in reading music? This book contains no new 
method, for character notes have been successfully used for years. 
SPECIAL OFFER.—We will mail one copy to any reader of 
The Etude for only 30 cents, to cover cost. If you are not satisfied 
after an examination, we will refund the money. Address 
RUEBUSH, KIEFFER ft CO., 
3DA.YT03ST, VA. 
We beg to announce that we have now in course of publication a 
new work for Organists, entitled 
The Organists’ Journal. 
This work will be sold by subscription, an .>lete in 14 
parts. Each part will be enclosed In an attractive covs? and will 
contain at least four excellent pieces suitable ft chui srvice. We 
shall also present a number of novelties appropriate fes* Concerts, 
Recitals and other occasions. The Price of Subscription for the 
entire work is fS.OO. Thjsjrili be the finest and most complete work 
for the Organ in the market; it will contain the most practical and 
latest compositions of the best German, French, American mnd- 
English writers. - =,-— ' 
Each piece will be of high class. Nothing will be pnt in to fill up 
space The entire work will be within the ability of any church 
organist.L _ , 
We would like to impress upon you the fact that— 
1st. The music will be edited in the most careful wanner. Special 
attention will be given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, RegiUra- 
tion te. 
2d. The Music will be printed from Engraved plates (not type). 
3d. No other work gives so much music for bo little money ; each 
part, costing 25 cents, Will, contain f 1.50 worth of music. 
4th, None of the pieces are loo dtfllcvU for the Amatota or the Student, 
and lhe Professional Organist will find a large nu iher if compositions 
which are only to be found at present in expensive editions. 
5th. The work will also commend itself to Xoaebers and Organ 
pupils, on account of the large number of pieces dvailable for instruc¬ 
tion. “■ 
Parts 1, 2,8, 4,5,6 and 7 are now< ready, and will be sent,postpaid, 
on receipt of the subscription. Succeeding parts will be usiiea and 
forwarded, one each month, until the 14 numbers are tompiate. 
Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name and address. 
For further information, address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Sheatniit Street, 
PHILADELPHIA* PA. ' 
WI.E. ASHMALL&CO. 
23lEast 80th Street, 
NEW YORK, N. Yk 
©EG SN Q N114G S, * , 
ALBERT W. BORST, 
Teacher of this 
®m<E2&Na&NB IPmMBFBMTB 
3602 HI klLTON STREET, 
: / : . KlsilwSelpfcia, ■!?»,■, 
Mr. T. J. DAVIES, Mus. Bac., 
Gives lessons personally; or by correspondence, In Harmony, 
Connterpolnt Canon I ague M a if© il I »rm in4 
Orchestration. StudentB prepared for musical examinations. 
Most thorough and systematic course.: T3ompositions revised and 
corrected. Terms moderate. 
Address |8 LIBRARY BUILDING, 
Scranton, Pa. 
Harmony Lessons by Correspondence 
Lessons by Mail in Counterpoint and Orchestration. 
For terms and particulars, address 
G. T. BULLING, 
174 RACE STREET, CINCINNATI, O. 
~ iioME aMa steiniger, 
CONCERT PIANISTE AND TEACHER, 
BOSTOK, MASS. 
ISeettsoven Concerto at Conservatories a Specialty. 
Madame Steiniger will make a tour, West and South, in January, 
February and March, 1890, introducing her four Beethoven Con¬ 
certs. Special terms and unequaled inducements to teachers who 
will wore for this series of concerts, in their cities or towns. 
Address 
GERMANY, BERLIN 
Branches Taught:—Piano, Violin. Violoncello, Singing 
and Theory of Music; Also Literature Classes in 
German, French, Italian and English Languages. 
Professors:—Messrs, K Klindworth, Dr. Langhans, 
Rilfer, Dr, Yedliczka, Dr. Reimann, Tul. Hey and 
other renowned masters. 
Prospectus to be obtained gratis through the Director, 
KAMIL KILIM®W©MTBT9 
Berlin, 20 Potsdamer Stress®. 
’ An institution devoted exclusively to the study of 
Music. Gives instructions in all departments of Music, 
with a thorough and Systematic Course of 
Study f and a Faculty of the highest excellence and 
efficiency. Founded in 1869. mg? ‘a Send for Catalogue. 
F^AU ANNA STESNlGEB, Boston, Mass, 
W S. B. MATHEWS, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, 
Lecturer and Writer upon Musical Topics, 
N®. 238 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Room 18. • _ 
Mr E. M. BOWMAN, 
(Editor of “ Weitzman Musical Theory,”) 
STEINWAY HALL, NEW- YORK. 
Pianoforte and Organ instruction by the methods on which 
modern artistic performance is based. 
Musical Thboby lessons, orally or by correspondence, by the 
Weitzman Method, which, by its lucid explanations and interesting 
course of study, commends Itself to the attention of all who desire 
to become thorough musicians. Claverack College 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AND ART 
Milwaukee School of Music, 
2 BROADWAY, MILWAUKEE, HIS, 
HARMONY LESSONS BY CORRESPONDENCE, 
GIVEN BY 
J. C FILLMORE, HMrector. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, th§ Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 544 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept. 17, Jan. 6, and April 7. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, Bend for catalogue to 
F. B. BICE, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
Claverack, Columbia County, H. Y. 
MBS. W. H. SHERWOOD, 
Concerts, Piano Recitals and Piano Instruction. 
SUMMER PIANO LE8SON8 GIVEN. 
Address at her residence, 
288 Wewtosiry Street, 
Boston, Mass. 
C(f AS. W. LANDGSt Musical Director 
Courses in Piano and Voice Culture, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Har¬ 
mony and Counterpoint. 
Normal Course for Music Teachers. Weekly Lectures and Musical eg. 
MEW DEPARTURE, EDWARD BA.KXEK PERRY. 
Concert Pianist and Lecturer 
Lecture Becitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept, 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
A Special and Original Course for Learning the Art of Teach* 
Sing- M sasic. 
Recitals by distinguished artists during1 the year. 
Individual lessons only. Daily use of the Technicon and Techni- 
phone. All practice under supervision. 
Classes I is Chorus Drill, Vocal Sight Reading, and 
Tonic Sol-fa. 
Portrait and Figure Painting in Oil or Water Colors. Landscape,: 
fruit and flowers from nature. Modeling in Clay, Crayoning, 
Pastelle and. Charcoal Sketching, Architectural, Mechanical and 
Free-Hand Drawing, and Drawing in India Ink, are thoroughly- 
developed by the most modern theories of teaching. 
Diplomas and Degrees Conferred. 
SCHOOL- OF MUSIC, 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given in all Departments of Music, 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE COUR8E8 OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Musle at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DIAS, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
- For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, D.D., vl.'c., College Of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. S. L. Bowman, a.m., s.T.D.,Dean of School of Theology. 
Hon. Alexander C. Downey Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
Samuel 8. Parr, “ Normal School. 
HOii A. CLARKE, Mas. Doe, 
In Harmony, Counterpoint 
and Composition. 
Thirty-Seventh Year Opens September 15th 
RICHARD GOERDELER, 
Director of Music at Pennington Seminary, 
FEHNINGT0N, NEW JERSEY, WRITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four 
bands, on short notice. Refers to his popular compositions, 
published by The Oliver Ditson Co., Wm. A. Pond & Co., F. A. North 
&.Gcr\ Theo. Presser, and reproduced in Leipzig, Germany. For 
'terms,'&pply as above. 
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
A. E. FLAGS, A.M., President, 
Samuel Kayzer, director. 
AJJMTCWIUSf BUILDING, CHICA», MRS. MARY CREGClitY MUiiAY - 
(PUPII, OF WILLIAM MASON) 
Instructs Teachers and Students la the- 
‘‘MASON METHOD OF TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 4 
Will also make engagements foj_Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬ 
ciations and Classes of Students. / 
Address, Care of The Etude. 
MUSIC, ELOCUTION, DELSARTE, ETC, Cbickering' Hall Building, Chicago. 
A special Summer Course for Pianoforte teachers 
will be conducted by Messrs. Calvin B. Cady and 
Frederic Grant Gleason, July 7th to August 6th. 
Courses by Mr. Cady :— 
' I. Practical Course of 20 Lessons to Children. 
II. 12 Lectures on Teaching. 
III. 10 Lectures on Material for Teaching. 
TV. 10 Lessons in Analysis. 
Course by Mr. Gleason:— v 
20 Lessons in Harmony. 
All branches of Music, School of Lyric and Dramatic 
Artr Normal Department for the training of 
Teachers; Languages. Course of instruc¬ 
tion thorough and progressive. 
SUMMER SESSION, JULY 7th to AUGUST 8tL 
FALL term BEGINS SEPTEMBER 8th. 
C. P. HOFFMANN, 
DIRECTOR CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
OXFORD.'.COLLEGE, OXFORD, OHIO. ' 
Catalogue mailed free on application, 
Gives Jessons bv Correspondence in Harmony, Counterpoint and 
Musical Norm. Standard text-books. Plan pursued leads from es¬ 
tablished foundational principles to latest practice In composition. J. J. HATTSTAEDT, DIreotor, 
MUSICAL GAME. ■ 
ALLEGRANDO 
Portraits of Famous Composers 
JUST PUBLISHED IN PHOTO-GRAVURE. 
BEETHOVEH, MOZART, CHOPIN and WAGNEH Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENIC GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
' j. in cabinet site},' # ....... ... 3S Hits gaine omM »f cards or which th ilffewn notot and mfe 
;• _ - ' 1 . . . , . .... . . are printed, one on every card. Alter a number mre'distributed among 
’* b n Japanese paper i1 in bevelett >-*'« wan - th« play* , the »rda a played in ancoeasion and added together at 
_ _ _ they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when St 
J^BAMiuD. 1 oounts one for the person who played the last .card and completed the 
■■ ■ ‘ ' whole note. This gives , a general Mm .only.' Tall directions, with 
i@ 1—Framed, 20x24, :<s 2»todt oak rtth »*lnct liner rules for'a number of diffe n ga ee, tablet howl g the notes rate, 
Inside, .... ..... .. S3.00 keys, Ac. accompany the game 
. . -a i„ ns Inr4, '/a I 7R Those learning toplay the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other lustra* 
ize 2-Framed, 12x14, In 1^-lnch oak, @--** 176 ment; those who sing; those who ^tohtoread nSsic faster; in feet, all 
inyi> - r>uiof'vn 5 \ A art nten ted in m«ri« heed this bi nning pans 
• OXING CHARGED EXTH k. It teachea the value of notes and rate. 
“ -- The. names ;of the'.notes'. 
The following are in preparation and will be Issued in the order The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
' Practice to musical firacttona. ' • , 
The sagfeet way to lean to lead mtule. 
You leaft, whae plsyiisg'aa'ihtereeiting game.''' . ■. : 
It to readily learned,1 wen fcy * Hid* ,» ' 
'■■■ Tim* ' hi game is no wasted, s in most games. - 
4 «].-*« lid gi m« * sir e\ m ng part ea 
A new departure- . Hrely inlik ■ a ij att *<* gai \ . 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even If not 
mnutctasa themselves.- X : V , V.'.-V'-v ; , 
Interesting to old and young x $ ners anc adva ced alike 
These intending to study mukc will find it to their advantage to play 
t! s game t while befor begi in ng ?*. j u 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence tdone 
have attained an ’ 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
V? Mels establishes them as 
13 East 17th Street, New York 
le by 
THEO PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St. Philada Pa 
RAPID METHOD 




For Classes or Individuals. Containing 184 pages, large size. Its system of in¬ 
struction is easy, yet progressive, and music teachers 
are rapidly adopting this NEW WORK. 
Price only $2.00, postpaid. 
TO THE MUSICAL PROFESSION 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 




4®“ SEND FOR A FULL DESCRIPTIVE CIRCTJLAR, 
Address rp ■ 
THE W. ¥, WHITNEY' CO., 
TOLEDO, O. - , 
“ Profound,” “ instructive ” and “ beautiful ” are 
the attributes generally accorded the lectures of 
the late Karl JKarz. With singular skill he 
wrestled with musical philosophy, musical history 
and musical aestheticism, and he understood it to 
deeply move the musician and to enchant the 
amateur. Wherever he lectured he inspired a 
greater estimate for the musical art and higher 
respect for the musical profession. 
He was often urged to issue his lectures in book 
form, but he would invariably reply:—- 
i6It is time enough when lam dead. 
They may he published then to bene¬ 
fit my wife9 if she survives nine,9* 
This beautiful wish is to be carried out.;. Con¬ 
stantin Sternberg, the distinguished pianist, and 
Johannes Wolfram, the noted musician, will edit 
the lectures gratuitously, and Hr. Charles H. 
Merz, of Sandusky, 0., the worthy son of the 
late Karl Merz, has associated himself with, his 
father’s special friend, Theodore Presser, in pub¬ 
lishing said lectures. 
MEW, EASY AMD PROGRESSIVE 
Method for the Pianoforte H. B. STEVENS & CO 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “ Falling Leaves.” In this work 
ne has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oftenest. The book 
has very few exercises. Address 
Agents for the Standard Cheap E ditions —Peters, 
Angener, Cotta, Breitkopf & Hartel, 
Seblesinger, Etc.1 
M?!oe to Young Students of the Pianoforte 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
. _ — • . a 
PAICK, 10 Ct0. 
Some good advice for every one studying the piano- We wish to- call the attention of Directors of 
Music in Schools and Seminaries, also of Music 
Teachers in general, to our stock of Foreign and 
'American Music. We make a specialty of good To secure subscriptions for the Manual of Mnsic, by 
J ... W. M. Derthick. This book, which is enjoying a 
■- 'fingered editions, and when desired will send larger-sale than any musical work of the price ever 
* ~ # offered to the public, is introduced exclusively by sub* 
selections of different grades for inspection. scription. Music teachers and musical people gladly 
assist onr representatives to secure the largest possible 
_ sale, thereby rendering their employment most pleasant 
and remunerative. 
We employ only those who possess the necessary in¬ 
telligence, address and general attainments to enable 
them to fully maintain the high?''artistic and literary 
-character of the work, and to such we offer permanent 
situations at a liberal salary or commission. We invite 
correspondence. Address 
SOLICITORS WANTED 
Send your orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
or Dr. CHARLES H. MERZ, 
. ' - SANDUSKY, 0, 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MAIL ORDERS, 
TERMS LIBERAL 
MANUAL PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
415 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL, 
Price of Book, Mailed $1.50. 
THE: ETUDE. ±31 
COMPOSITIONS. 
Inauguration March. For four hands.................91.00 
“ “ For eight hands...1.75 
Bomansa. : For Violin or Violoncello. Op. 2... .75 
Bnllabile. For Orchestra. Orchestra parts...... IM 
Score...'..1.00 
“ For Pianp. Op. 8-.,.75 
Polonaise tie Concert; For Piano Solo. iOp.4.......... .90 
“ “ . 4 For eight hands.. 2.00 
Valse de la Keine. Op.5. For Piano.......... .90 
a Cheval. Morceau Caracteristic. Op.6.... .60 
In der JElnsamkelt. For String Orchestra. Op. 7. Score, .25 
“ . “ “ Single set parts....... .26 
Sehnaucht. For Piano Solo. Op. 8. . J50 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
TEACHEKS* 
POCKET METRONOME. 
SIMPLE, mmilEITJOT ill! IIEXPENSIIE. 
Price, Nickel-plated, 50 Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the 
Maelzel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all the Dances. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for T-he Etude, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers. Address 
THEO. PBESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
ON TEACHING AND TEACHING REFORM. 
TWO LECTURES BY 
Albert R. Parsons and Constantin Sternberg. 
Price 25 cents, in Paper Cover. 
Address Publisher, THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THUS 
HENRY F. MILLER 
PIANOS 
ALEM 
A GRAND ORATORIO. 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
Price $1.50, Bound in Boards. 
The libretto of this Oratorio is taken from the Bible, 
and gives, in an epitomized form, the story of the taking 
of Zion by David—The prosperity of Jerusalem—The 
defection of Israel—The consequent destruction of the 
city and the king’s captivity. 
The theme now takes up the promise of restoration 
under the reign of the promised king—His coming—His 
rejection—The final desolation of the city—-Concluding 
with the promise of the Heavenly City and the descent 
of the New Jerusalem. 
The Oratorio is to be produced in April by the Phila¬ 
delphia Chorus, with a large chorus and orchestra, and 
has already excited widespread interest among mnsical 
people as the first work of such magnitude written and 
produced in America. ' 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
PUBLISHER, 
1704 CHESTBTUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
We have just published 
PRACTICAL HARMONY; 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIAN§ STUDENTS. 
BY 
DB. F. 1L. RITTER. 
Price 75 Cents in Paper - 91.OO in Boards 
HENRY F, MILLER & SONS’ 
PIANO COMPANY, 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
JUST OUT. 
THE SCRATCH CLUB, 
By HUGH A. CIABKE, Hue. Doe., 
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC IK THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, 
Author of "The Art of Pianoforte Playing,1’ “Harmony on she Inductive 
Method," Mmie to ’’The Achamiant,” "Jerusalem’’ _ 
(a new Oratorio), etc., do. 
“ It Is a little book which will interest and please musicians ana 
amateurs by its chatty common sense and suggest!veneas. Evidently, 
It is the work of a man who knows his art well enough to handle it 
without overweening solemnity.”—Raiton Literary World. ' 
“One of the cleverest bits of writing concerning music that has 
ever appeared in America. . . . The book-is full of entertainment, 
which will expand the ideas of young readers and gratify those of 
older ones.’’—Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. 
Price, In Paper Covers, 75 cents. 
*** For sale by booksellers, or sent, postpaid, on receipt of price, 
by the publishers, 
THJE POET-LORE CO., 
223 SOUTH 38th ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
A work of the greatest importance to students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the 
most varied kind, to Ae played at the pianoforte.. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro¬ 
duction. The work will help greatly;to facilitate the 
young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
, Publishes, 
1704 Chestnut Street. 
DAOTYLION. 
FOB PIANO STUDENTS. 
A new invention oi great practical value and real benefit to the Piano 
Player. 
To strengthen the fingers. ✓ 
To improve the touch. 
To ensure flexibility and rapidity. 
To- give eorreot position of the hand. 
To save time ana a vast amount of labor. 
TWO NEW BOOKS. 
Sr*-5) 
“ Choice Cl assies. 99 
FOR PIANO. 
a'ef 
A judicious selection from the works of foreign authors 
of the highest rank. A glance at the contents will be 
sufficient for players of mnsical discrimination. Printed 
from new engraved plates on finest .quality music paper. 
CONTENTS: 
AIK BE BALLET.. JADASSOHN 
ALBUM LEAF......... GRUTZMACHER 
ALBUM. LEAF ..   .BARGIEL 
'AM EEB.. ..SCHUBERT . 
AT EVENING.........; .8CHYTTE . 
BARCAROLE....   TSCHA2KOW8KY 
BONNE NUTT.....NIEMANN 
CANZONETTA. . . . .JENSEN 
CANZON KTTA.......HOLLAENDER 
CANZONETTA .,.  -MERKEL 
CHILDHOOD'S FROLICS...  .MEYER 
CONSOLATION.........................IJB2T 
CRADLE' SONG..KJERULF 
FEES® MEETING........:.   .NICODE 
FLEETING TIME.. BABEKBIER 
FLOWER OF SPRING.... ..HABERBIER 
FROLICS... ......:...... vox WILM 
HAPPINESS ENOUGH.........................SCHUMANN 
HERZENSLIEDCHEN................................. ;....HAB8E 
LEICHTES SPI L........ WOLFF 
LIED 0HRTB W0R7E..  HOT-SET, 




MOMENT MUSICAL.......   .SCHARWENKA 
MURMURING ZEPHYRS.............(jbhbkh) NIEMANN 
NOCTURNE..MEYER-HELMUND 
NORWEGIAN SONG.... .HOFMANN 
ON THE RIVULET ..'....... .HOFMANN 
POLONAISE...  ...MERKEL 




SLUMBER SONG... .....HELLER 
TRAUMEREI....-SCHUMANN 
VILLAGE MUSICIANS......voir WILM 
SUE LAUTE.......  HOFMANN 
Price, in Boards, 




Price $4.50, Net. 
Unqualified endorsement of leading artiste and teachers, among whom 
are 8. B. Mills, Da. Louts Maas, Madams Km-Kus, Boutr Gold- 
mksx, Oakltls PernsiLKA, eto.,etc. 
Send for circular giving detailed information. 
Address THBODeRB PBES8E&. 
FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN. 
(With extra Violin part in separate binding.) 
Contains compositions by the best authors, and of 
absolutely unequaled merit. They will be found equally 
acceptable for concert performances or drawing-room 
pastime. The separate violin part relieves both per¬ 
formers of the discomfort of playing from one book. 
Issued in the same careful and costly Btyle as “ Choice. 
Classics.” 
CONTENTS! 
ANDANTE AND MARCH. BEETHOVEN 
ANGEL'S SERENADE...BRAGA 
AVSl MARTA .  ........GOUNOD 
TONFH®NGE... MENDELSSOHN 
GEPSEY DA CE....: .ERNST 
IOTERME2Z0.■.,........ .MENDELSSOHN 
MEDITATION.h..!.... - -■ -FAUWM® . 
ENUETT.....- 
MENUETTO.....................GOUhOD 
NOCTURNE ..  .MENDELSSOHN 
ROMANZA.......—-.— ■ —-KNAUSE 
8ERENATA..    MOSZKOW8KI 
SPRINGS'S AWAKENING.... .. 
TRAUMERIE... SCHUMANN 
Price, in Boards, including separate Violinjgcrt, $1.00 
“ ** Cloth, “ “ ** “ 1.50 
—--■ -- . . 'c. ... : mr 
' FOR ft At.TO AT AT.T. MUSIC STORES. 
‘ ' - ' , - - . „ , ■] H, r' 
...L-a”.' «..WMM.... I Si WSi IM1 WMfrSMM .. Si-", 3 
\/ 
132 THE ETUDE. 
IBSTECCTIVE, IHTEILESTIHO and MUSICAL 
TWENTY STUDIES 
; ■ ■ ■ FOR 
TH 
OF MODERATE DEETTOULTY, 
For Development of Style, Expression and 
Technique. ■ ; - 
INSCRIBED TO THE MUSIC TEACHERS OF AMERICA. 
BY 
ANTON STRELEZKI, : 
In Op. 100.—Volume II. 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing. 
FIRST LESSONS - s 
Plrasiii ami Musical lip 
v:—: • - * 
station. J 
THEODORE 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
A NEW BOOK ON A NEW PLAN. 
PRICE 
S. B. lAtHEWS. 
.=_ - $1.80. 
The author has brought together a valuable 
collection of little pieces, musical and poetic in 
quality, within the ability of children’s fingers 
and within the range of the children’s minds. 
They are'taken from the most successful col 
lections of this class of tone poems for children 
the world can show. 
There are, in all, 34 distinct pieces: among 
them will be found— 
By W. F. GATES. 
Price One Dollar and Fifty Cents. 
Musicifi MOSAICS is a unique book. It is the first book in 
the English language that presents the very best sayings on 
musical topics, chosen from the highest Tank of authors. 
The selections are principally in the line of asthetica and criticisms, 
and range from one line to three jpages. Much time and labor has 
been spent on the work, and the book-maker has shown much skill 
in its general make-up. The idea, in its preparation, was to present 
to the name-loving public just as much of the cream of musical 
writings as could be condensed into 300 pageB. All useless or value¬ 
less matter has been omitted, and as a result we have a volume con¬ 
taining the best Bayings and writings of the writers on musical 
topics, in all ages and countries. 
170 AUTHORS. 
600 QUOTATIONS. 
We give below a few of the names of writers from whose works 
selection has been made, and the number of quotations from them:— 
BeethoTen, 18. Christian!, 15. 
Fillmore, 21._ Goethe, 11. 
Hauptmann, 7. Haweis, 12. 
Hiller, 11. Knllafe, 12. 
Liszt, 12. - '-4 Mendelssohn, 10. 
Schumann, 60. Wagner, 16. 
Weber, 8. Pauer, 5. 
Thibaut, 6. Tan Clere, 7. 
Space will allow us to mention but sixteen of the one hundred 
and seventy authors. 
Thia io a^book for musician and non-musician, for professional 
and amateur, for teacher and pupil, for all who know or who wish to 
know anything of music In its highest sphere. It has been warmly 
indorsed by teachers and artists in this country and England ana 
will fill a place in our libraries and on our tables that has hereto¬ 
fore been vacant. 
, —every student—should own MUSICAL MO- 
As a presenilation volume it cannot be excelled. 
Addresa ali orders to 
THEODORE PRESSER, 





Holiday Eve.. .Baumfelder, 
Ghost Story.. 
Jovial Antsman. 
Study-Game of Tag. 
Good Night.. .. ..LoesehJioro. 
A Little Story. 
Soothing MubIc, which help's one wonderfully 
to -Endure Extremes of Weather, 
Hot or Cold. 
f you 
>lln, call or-send for lists of fine iustrumenls”at’our branch 
e. J. C.’ Haynes & Co., 83 Court Street, Boston.) 
SABBATH-DAY MUSIC. 
dies,- finely arranged. - Price $1. ■ r: For Piano. ; .88 beautiful Melo- 
Vol. 2 'of Miss Eleanor W. Everest’s ALBUM OF SONCS. 
12 first-class Songs by the best authors. Price 81. 
COLLEGE SONCS. New.,enlarged-edition. 82 jolly Songs. 
200,000 sold. Price 50 cents. 
OLD FAMILIAR DANCES. ForthePiano. 100 of them. 
Easy, and as merry as they can bel 50 cents.' 
FOR MUSIC FESTIVALS. 
THE ATLAS. By Carl Zerrabn. 29 splendid Choruses,Sacred 
and Secular. Most of them quite new. 81. 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, 34 fine songs...$1. 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, for Low Voice, 40 songs.SI 
SONG CLASSICS, Soprano And Tenor, 50 songs...SI 
song Classics, low voice, 47 songs.......$1 
CLASSIC BARITONE AND BASS SONGS...SI 
CLASSIC TENOR SONGS, SO songs.81 
CHOICE VOCAL DUETS, the very best...SI 
EVEREST’S'ALBUM OF SONGS, good selections.SI 
MAUD V. WHITE'S ALBUM, tasteful songs.SI 
SULLIVAN’S VOCAL ALBU M, a master’s work.SI 
POPULAR SONG COLLECTION, 37 good songs....SI 
GOOD OLD SONGS we used to sing, 115 songs......SI 
COLLEGE SONGS, 115,000 sold.60c, 
COLLEGE SONGS FOR BANJO; FOR GUITAR, each.. ..SI 
RHYMES AND TUNES. Osgood, Sweet home music.SI 
INSTRUMENTAL. 
PIANO CLASSICS, VoL 1,44pieces.....81 
PIANO CLASSICS, VoL 2, 31 pieces..St 
CLASSICAL PIANIST, 42 pieces.—..SI 
POPULAR PIANO COLLECTION, 27 pieces.SI 
POPULAR DANCE MUSIC COLLECTION.St 
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CLASSICS, 52 easy pieces.SI 
The above are all superior boohs. 





The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of “Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
We will, for a limited time, offer the work at 
reduced rates. 
EDWABJD BAXTER PEBEY’S 
Fantasy fob Piano, 
DIE XiOIR/ieXjEX 
BASED UPON THB KHINK LKOKKD. 
Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or 
new world. 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the'left hand. 
Hayed in 100 concerts throughout the country, by the composer 
and Mr. W. H. Sherwood, sincelts publication, March 1st, 1888. 
Address THEO. P8ESSER,1704 Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Pa. 
0-0R SPECIAL OFFER. 
Tfo ceil is will procure a copy, 
when pabllchea, if cash accom¬ 




PHILADEL PHIA, PA, 
EMERSON’S NEW RESPONSES. 
Quartet and Church Choirs; 74 short pieces of sacred music of the 
best character, such as your choir needs. 
THE TEMPERANCE CRUSADE. fZSsffi 
L. O. Emerson and Edwin Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry 
and music, which will be most welcome to the best classes of 
temperance workers. ._ 
CftllC U ADHnNV (60 cts., 86 doz.), by'ii. O. Emerson. OUlv AH . Hi. Just exactly the book that will suit- 
you for thiB winter’s Singing Classes. Also an appropriate and good 
book for High Schools. _ iSSl 
Adopt, without fear, for Graded Schools, our 
emuc MAMII Al - (Book 1, 30 cts., S3 *10*.; or Book 2,40 
wUllQ H1MI1UM1.. cts.,S4.20 doz.; or Book 3,50 cts.,84.80 
doz.) Admirably adapted to the different ages of school life, with 
plain instructions add best of music. 
CLASSIC FOUR-HAND COLLECTION («)•, Nine¬ 
teen superior Duets for Piano, by Godard, Bohm, Hofmann, Brahms, 
and other first-class composers. 
, YOUNG PLAYERS’ (si.oo). 51 of the very best a 
POPULAR COLLECTION very easiest pieces for begin¬ 
ners, filling 143 pages. Heartily commended to Piano Teachers as 
the first bookuf pieces (or recreations) to user _ *• 
WHITNEY’S (82). 33 gooa pieces for Manual and Pedal, 
ORGAN ALBUM by 20 good composers. 
OPERATIC _ (si). 19 of the best operas are rep- 
\ PIANO COLLECTION resented, and their melodies form 
the themes for as many piec@8,.byjthe best modern composers, fur¬ 
nishing the very best entertainment for the lovers of favorite 
operatic airs. ,_ 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS. For Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano 
or Tenor. (SI.) 85 of the most lovely sacred songs, suitable for 
solos in church, or for enjoyment at home. 
The best Companion for an Instruction Book is MASON’S 
PIANOFORTE TECHNICS, containing every exercise needed 
for the full development of technical shility on the pianoforte. -By 
Dr. William Mason, with explanations by W. 8. B. Mathews. Price 
82.60. ' ' : 
Any Book Mailed for Metail Price... 
OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, 
BOSTON. 
C. H. DITSbN & CO., LYON A HEALY, J. E. DITS0N & CO., 
867 Broedwpy, New York; ■■ Chicago. : > 1228 Chestnut SL, Phila. 
